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No one needs to free you.
You are already free.
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Preface

The resolution last night, in the quietude of Saturday night
in NYC where for the first time in months there was only
the faintest whisper of music from the bar below, was to
add to the conversation on record. The thought before
was more like, reading is done for a while, for what is
the written & read conversation but other than nourishment. Food for the mind & through that the soul and unto
the body. As human beings, it starts in our mind. The
conversations, interactions, & relationships go in. Perception, both low order sense & high order labeling, feed
the growth of the human being—development of character through experience—a stalk to a trunk with tender
branches. Bark develops and there are always the tenderest leaves that must extend from beneath protection
& interact with the world—to collect to gather & to bring
in. This happens at scale—cells, to plants, to animals, to
groups, societies, world orders, planets, galaxies, et cetera.
At the human scale, the mind is the soil—the earth. The
thoughts & actions–trunks, & branches. The words & relationships are the leafy stuff, the fruit develops to hold
the seed, all from the sex-filled flower. This mating, not in
the pollenation of the flower—itself interesting & related
to the tending of the home & the taming of the monkey
mind—but of the fruit into the mind of another & the swalvii
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lowing accidently of the seed as in a strawberry at best
& the pumpkin at worst—where the seeds are removed,
roasted, salted, and served with only a hint of the character of before. The metaphor is run dry.
So to continue there is always the idea of the selling of
fruit versus the farming versus the saving of seeds. And
here unto is the issue of writing one’s own thoughts, commenting on another’s, or simply promoting their ideas outright, complete clone. There is some benefit to be found
in letting others eat the same fruit. Swallow the same
seeds, and grow something new together. Then there is
the thing that happens as it is now when the gluttony of
conversation, interaction, and experience must come roiling out this massive collective appropriation called original thought is the vomit of the gorge, the result of too
much taking in so the thing coming out looks unrecognizable. This is not the growth of a body. This is a purge. A
pile of shit filled with seeds and all the stuff to grow them.
November 10, 2019
Astoria, NY
PS. My mentor reminds me everyone has to eat shit, so what color &
flavor do you want? If you choose to eat my shit, may the seeds it carries
grow into the garden of your mind.

Gap

Gap

and there was the feeling of no rush. The feeling of pressure, anxiety, fear—was out of place. The messages confusing. The signs—alert, outside, in the woods, on guard
& relax & the same again—over & over until it all felt
like fight or flight or freeze & what were the feelings before? in the body. There was the recognition of sensation before the thought. Before the emotion. Bliss, joy
& the first sip of coffee. Happy to be here, priveleged to
continue and gain acceptance with self & society. Memories were vast—experiences had impressions. Locals &
Locales, Tourists & Forests. Who lived like this and how
does it help to be different. Vibrate different energy & having a café in town made me feel comfortable. A feeling all
over the body & a strangeness when trying to connect to
3
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most others. No real connection with it all. A focus on who
knows what? Years had past it seemed since this sort of
behavior had felt comfortable and it was shutdown early
on. Trauma—maybe that was the real trauma or maybe it
was that earthquake. At this point it all felt like a trigger
for something. No new experience left in the world. Too
many concepts & connections to experience pure. And it
took extreme to get there—feel something new. Sadness
& Happiness—Joy & Sorrow come everywhere—equally
and it wasn’t kind to the self to judge it for which it received. And it wasn’t kind to judge others for how gifts
were received or for anything else. Who wants to judge
or be judged? Love & Acceptance for all parts of everything. No denial & certainly no feeling bad for thinking
& doing. Feeling bad was for just that—without it being
for anything. The smell of smoke still brought fear. A day
out of North San Juan, Big Sur along the coast had mist &
water & the pleasure of fire. The pleasure of conversation
and both could be as much unpleasant too. Distance was
hard—space to be filled in the Gap—where Love grows.
Times came when it was easy to cross & surrendering to
Will made feelings smooth & find the experiences needed
to Grow. All the senses combine in the body and inform
the Mind which decides. Listening to the body feelings
purely calms the Mind and provides the most natural path
through life without denial. There was no care and then
there was no-care, non-care, carefree, and self-care was
important. September—the fall—came quickly. Homeless
as a concept broadened and gained acceptance. Felt good
at times to be free, and as much of the time it was a prison.
The dreams of Houses, crisp & clean, Beds & Linens of
white were all stained & Gritty. True Love the same. Aging, always death of the physical process. End of a concept,
continual processes abound and leave us empty of form.
It was more expensive to obtain Luxury on the outskirts,
Though the peace of mind & body felt worth it often. Half
the time there was no guilt. Universe provided all these
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experiences to aid Growth & assist Form. Light catalyzed
and corterized & brought varying levels of comfort and disease, depending on how it was let in. Pure Light tended
to blind at first before adjustment. Eyes grew out of focus
with age & it helped to have and remove a set of Lenses
to understand how it all could change with perspective.
Considering the senses and the mind too as a sixth, they
all changed upon use and had a memory all to there own.
Relaxing, this memory spreads and opens experience to
more & more of itself. Actions from the Will, with satisfying it in Mind, become simply actions of Love & Acceptance of whatever arises. To play into the judgements was
Hell. Accepting it all—Bliss. Pleasant-Unpleasant were
part of it to work with, acknowledge and remain Free of
the sense of pressure in it all. Process unfolded, feelings
guide, mind decides, Body acts. It could all be attractive.
Denial of any of it was the repulsive force. Guiding to the
things required for Growth. Learning to find the attraction to the denied aspects of self unfolded slowly over the
course of months to years & decades still passed & eons
unfolded without noticing how far from Grace had fallen
the souls each born to mothers & fathers with issues all
their own and no idea quite how impressionable and fresh
is new life. And Tomorrow never does come or it is Always here and if that is the case whats the big idea? All
caught up on the words and how they connect to Life &
somehow still miss the point. That Gap again becomes
important to understanding and Michael said the signs
are all over & around us, forwards & backwards, how can
we miss them and how do we really find them. Does it
all mean something or none of it. Following our Hearts
makes it manifest. Body follows Mind follows Will pleases
Heart. Bruce said Let Go and Let God, Surrender & expand to the possibility at first—things may be just a bit
different than you have learned to experience. Then perception of greater energy & Lesser energy fields expands
our awareness & brings a sense of reality manifest outside
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of form & Light. Stability and comfort outside of place. No
sense of strong self. Inner presence & peace of mind. Following Will—Will leads to peace for itself and when Lost
reacts to the darkness it finds. Lettings it out may work
& doubtful it works at all in the ways expected. Always
seems to feel different and shouldn’t it? Don’t new experiences move new feelings as a goal? If the same feelings
were sought, the same experiences could do for a while
until, as age & process took effect those experiences too
would change. When is it time to recognize & pay respect
to this only constant & Learn how to support ourselves
internally & present to the world a strong sense of awareness & being. Impressionable was all life & how it wore on
us presenting such a picture to the world as was necessary
to incite change in ourselves. All was made in the same
process & proverbially & literally echoes in our hearts &
Minds. The vibrations are real if you feel them, Will them,
think them & Act them, continuously like a river or a song.
The beats, space, creates moving rhythm and a place for
changes of all sorts. And still it was hard to do anything
which felt good for very long, even with the changing environment around and inside. Weather of all sorts without
much sense of prediction. Boon arrived in Big Sur two
nights ago and Life was settling into itself. Yesterday at
the Cafe and around the Locals shared all the information needed to exist with ease. The Tourists really all Love
Boon. He’s eating flies right now as stomachs settle from
some of the last fresh food from Nevada County. Eating
out was a treat & it’s not so bad living simply, open and following instinct. Most times never wanted to leave a place
until all of a sudden it is time to go. And Life moves like
that if you let it take you. Chocolate, Dark as it comes,
is always a treat, and especially sitting in Nature. Boon
collected sticks and sniffed all the plants while creativity came. These days—Most of the time he didn’t go very
far, but with all them smarts, his other senses went lacking and he could likely wanter off Lost. Kept an eye on
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him best could. Some freedom he gained once Rosie left
for Coop’s Cabin. Some lacks went on, without internal
resolve or external salve. Tomorrow head towards Cone
Peak, past the Lookout tower and on to Objito, with hopes
of Falls & emerald pools if the Ranger proves knowing of
the Land. Soup for Dinner most likely & bread & dried
fruit & butter for Lunch—last of the stores going in the
gut. Maybe even pancakes for Breakfast! Would be nice
and start the day with some starch. Mmmmm! Let’s see
what tomorrow brings. The clouds blanketed the Pacific as
the sun moved to the West. Boon stayed close & the wind
never let up. Glad Matt taught me how to use my raincoat
to break the wind. Stayed warm in Alpaca wool & cotton—
Dry enough and too dirty to change. Maybe hygiene tomorrow? Planning Mind take a moment. Let’s start with
the teeth! Clouds then rain & wind this morning. Ocean &
sky both blanketed and at 4000 feet the earth accepts rain
& Boon. Dust becomes mud, back to dust soon. Didn’t let
up for a while. Boon stayed outside, behind the truck in his
rainjacket. Kept dry in the car & studied the maps. Found
a few grocery stores North on Route One which should be
more navigatable and an excuse to call on Alana. Lonelyness & fear crept in & consideration of honestly & choice.
Called Boon inside & continued to write for a while. The
rain let up and still not enough to will movement outside. Life could progress quite nicely out here. Wondering
how the weather would be this season and how much time
would spend in Nevada County. Seemed silly to spend anytime on the Ridge anymore & it was sad how little a relationship with Randy grew. Made a living drawing vegetables for an Organic seed company a few towns south of the
Ridge. One day he’d build a Yurt for some company, &
could still help & Let him know via post with an old cowboy serial, my new phone number, and some gratitude.
Post Scripted a hello from Paula—keeping words from my
last day near the Meadow. Randy did right by us, hard
to forget a man who always said yes & offered what you
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wouldn’t ask for. Awoke to dense Fog and drops falling
off the Large Oak in Camp. Decided to stay after the sun
brightened a cloudy spot and brewed some coffee & stems
while Boon played with a stick. Hoping the fog would roll
out & give a view before driving slowly into town. Warren
said there was always a free cup of Joe in Lucia, so long as
you told them you were a Local—and he said looked local.
The Western sky became blues & Patience was hard to
find. Bellies were rumbling and who knew what it would
look like up here versus down there and Will could decide
for us all. Stopped at Lucia for a pack & some answers—
Gas in Big Sur or South of Gorda. Gas in Gorda ran $7
a gallon—must be highest in the state. Iso-pro was $18
a can & Most locals took a town day to buy food & gas.
Stopped at the Big Coast Cafe & Gallery for some Grilled
Cheese, fruit & veggie smoothie & a soda. Clouds were finally breaking and this was a life to get used to. The earth
as god intended. It was an hour to Route One from Camp
& another half hour to Big Sur proper where you could
get some wares for the stock if you were running low. Always a treat if you cared for one. Boon stayed in the car.
Were killing time before the Henry Miller Memorial Library opened at 11. It was a while choosing, perusing,
purchasing, & reading The Air Conditioned Nightmare &
Travels with Charlie. For so many reasons the books were
easy to choose from the imprints left by the Angels in my
mindstream & How Miller did, in his preface, get to the
point about inward battle of man. Right Use of Will came
to mind & was glad to finish business in Nevada County.
Wasn’t sure wanted to be around for the trimming season.
The Coast & Big Sur did have plenty, if the truck & its
store were included. And Boon guessed it was a thing, for
great writers to travel the Country and get stories. Will
knew it all along & Drew pulled it all together a few nights
back on the way to Route One. Hunger set in after more
hours of reading in the shifting sun. A gaggle of ladies
developed, free spirits in collective & stayed interested to
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ourselves. Time always to meet people happened on its
own, without too much rational cause & really all too often
happened in momentary ways. Clear to see how anything
else was planning and closing the Mind to possibility. As
a boy had a job working for Public Safety in the hometown,
minding the Bluffs & checking tabs and keeping people out
after dark. At midnight, would drive to meet Greg at Callihan’s Beach and sometimes watch the sun come up and he
was fired after a party in July and then the summer was
over. Sitting here North of Big Sur 26 miles to Monteray
Pennisula reminds of that time & the meadow between
Route One and the Ocean reminds of the Camp at Randy’s
lended in September and how easily the tall grass is trampled. Boon stayed close & on a foot trail network through
the fence. Watched the sun set through puffy clouds and
clear sky. And it felt good to be out here with Boon at
least as good as any other place and still bad at times and
we could experience it all purely, how we wanted to. This
freedom came with surrendering to Will—the collection of
body sensations—feelings—which led to an emotion & a
response. Wrote letters to Randy & my Father to accompany a book and cassette respectively—tokens of Love &
fond Memories. Hearing Steinbeck & Miller’s voices reminded of my own need to tell stories and it felt better—if
it wasn’t universal—at least part of it was in part of us at
other times and places and All of it came from somewhere
else, Echo upon Echo of the voice. Seemed to be all saw
these days was talk about the internal feelings and situation and the thoughts perceived to be from the outside
were truly fantastic mirrors & to check ourselves against
them was a good habit. To thrash around & break them
all was at least Seven years bad Luck. Sometimes there
was no room for connections—on either side. Grasping of
all sorts crept in if vigilance slacked. It was easy to forget about the phone—or at least let it go when it came to
mind, when it was turned off. It would be nice to go to
the Big Sur Library & figure a good estimate for our trip
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to Nevada City. Would be nice to spend another night in
town before heading East. The situation with Rosanne,
never knew what to expect or How it would feel after. It
was hard to find the energy to entertain her & we could
simply ignore the situation & walk out. Freedom had that
cost sometimes and it wasn’t to that point yet. Whatever
she needed, could do our best to say Yes & help and it was
mostly the same for everyone else. Learning to respect &
set boundaries was important to listening to Will clearly.
Set things in motion & maintain awareness. Realize the
control aspect is through influence and impression, never
more—Understanding was a guide—a map and it wasn’t
the Land. Boon was doing it right, the waitress said—
Unconditionally loving everyone & everything. Even my
fear & anger, he tried to Love at first before the terror
& rage set in. No animal wanted to stay for those parts
& We could accept them too in turn and move, or rather
let them move through us and release the energy safely &
with purpose. After coffee & a smoke, Boon decided to sit
in the car a while until Will became hungry again. Tried
to make a few phone calls too & it seemed no one could connect too much today. A new moon tonight and a new cycle.
Traveled with plenty, there was nothing wanting & soon
the overhead with traveling into the Wilderness would be
gone too. Could lighten our load & pick up a light tent at
REI in Sacramento & maybe should hold onto the climbing
gear a bit longer. A gentleman asked if Boon was a Big Sur
pup—lived around here? Not yet. Would you like to? Well,
Been here a week now. Well, Would you like to? Yea, think
so. Do you think you could make it happen? Yea, think so.
Well, good luck to you—Hope you do then. Some more days
on the road brought down through Tahoe after passing
through North San Juan & Nevada City. Seeing Rosanne
was powerful & helped shed different light on the situation
& it was growing even more difficult to take personally,
though it seemed we still tried at times. Boon hasn’t seem
to notice, and what does he understand of the Heart. After
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Marcia’s final course in Choiceless Awareness & a wonderful Bell Mediation cultivating broad awareness, the fog of
the Day had lifted & putting miles between us, camped
near Scotts Flat Reservoir off Route 20. Getting used to
the road & where to find comfort & Privacy, the night before, on the way to Fremont Peak near Hollister didn’t feel
so Romantic and Romance was harder to find without the
Feminine. Tamaura had let me know my focus on body
feelings was very feminine and the affirmation felt good.
Glad we spent time at the South Yuba together. Sad is was
the only time we’d connect for a while. Most Spirits were
like that and it was harder to forget some. Lunch at Sorenson’s off 89 south of Lake Tahoe was a real treat, vegetarian fare, three salads—potato, pasta & greens with a basil
vinegarette from Heaven. The shopkeep has some knots
and it was easy to be nice to him. Rambunchious wedding
Party had him worried about all sorts of things. Grover
Hot Springs was a set of soupy swimming pools filled with
all the sorts of people who need a good shake. Glad to
have purchased two Hot Spring Guides from the Knotty
shopkeep. Excited to find a good time & space to soak
soon. Camped near the springs in Toiyabe National Forest, next to an old burnpile of beer cans and other rusted
junk. Set up the Hammock for the second time and had
a magnificent read as the sun put on a light show on the
pines. Now, camped in the Inyo National Forest, outside
Yosemite, photos taken & memories made, the strong feeling of Heart at the peaks just Southwest of El Capitan
may be the biggest impression & the Gap between North
Dome & Half Dome, Indian lore places these two rocks
as the Husband & Wife Doomed to spend time separate
from their years of angering the spirits with their arguing and fighting. Frozen & Solid apart and with a Gap so
large between their Colossal presence. Hard to forget the
lesson & the images gifted. The Heart found in the face
of El Capitan brought Rosanne to mind & this brought
good feelings. She would head to Austin tomorrow & both
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were glad called when there was service at Mono Lake.
Sleep didn’t always come fast or easy. Not much to do once
the sun goes down & the days were shortening travelling
away from the sun through the Fall. It was Sunday & Nature’s temple was a perfect place to worship. Muir called
Yosemite by far the Grandest of all the special temples of
Nature he was permitted to enter. Felt good to take the
morning for ourselves. Boon was obsessed with the sticks
& lost my temper a few times without guilt. Felt good to
let him know how it felt. After Breakfast & some time in
the Hammock, tied him up closely & tried to train him
to be patient. Ate a banana, drew, contemplated, meditated & then started to write. Routine was starting to
form, or rather surrender to the Will, care of the body &
mind. Removing the fear which came with the question
What if? Fix the door ajar sensor with some duct tape
and a penny. No more worry the battery would drain and
leave stranded somewhere in Nevada. Peter and a lady
camped 20 yards north, a few chords from his guitar sang
a full song in my head—like it was there all along, waiting to be vibrated loose. The guitar hadn’t come out since
the moment met Tamaura. Maybe this evening would be
a good time to make some music & want for a capo came
in. Remorse for the loss maybe too. When would happen upon a music store. Wondering what else the road
could bring & how uncomfortable this new comfort was
at times. Still a fear or worry from somewhere deep: Am
I doing it right? Without approval from Spirits out and
in, difficulty seemed to present itself. Self-acceptance of
ALL parts of It tantamount to any one feeling, emotion,
or thought. Stopped at Nicely’s Diner in Lee Vining. So
much Heart presence that day & maybe it was the Lack
of smoke or maybe it was a few hours to ourselves this
morning by the Lake. It wasn’t till 10:30, left camp & really the pancakes & breakfast in Lee Vining were a second
morning meal, a response to the awful feeling of Hunger
at the Yosemite Valley Lodge. Now full, the photographer
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from the camp this morning walked on and again that
face to faceless awareness showed up to warm the body
with waves of goodness. And it was a story about manifesting. Setting intentions & following free, loose, natural
as Igor told Osho said. Home was everywhere, he said,
been to my house three times—fingers, thumb plus two
digits in my ear—in eleven years. Sometimes just days,
weeks most. Hitching was alright. Los Angeles. Gonna
meet a friend. Buy a car, drive it around. Jack Kornfield
had said it was about Generosity & Letting Go. A rich
man dies. How much did he leave? Everything. Take the
virtue & pleasure of Giving it away now. The Guardians
were all around leaving & taking signs. Pushing & exerting influence & how easy it felt to be single & pure and
whole—Self-acceptance was important, becoming easier
to find, to surrender to. Invoked much looseness & paying
attention to the feelings manifesting through you, which
awareness could perceive if not occupied with the other.
And much of it may have been guilt around sex & intimacy. Rosanne had said when she was going down it felt
like she was just a girl going down and it was true as much
as it was false. The Denial of this was more important to
consider moving out. There should be no guilt over best orgasm, however obtained. Experience led to growth, learning lessons, bitter if necessary & talking to Greg it was
clear the business of micromanaging someone’s life had
no place in ours. It was Great to connect & stirred much
vibration. Moving old emotions rich with pressure & stale
with effect was important to health & being. Splitting &
sharing what was owned felt pure & having precisely the
things needed, when truly within means, felt Wonderful,
if it was loose & natural & free. Love for all & all things
was Truly a state of mind for anyone to cultivate for oneself & how ANY thing else seemed more pleasant was a
cruel joke on the Spirit, Body, Heart, & mostly the Will of
man & how it seemed only the afflicted Spirit, the Mind
of Man, makes itself known to be being, the Body only
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something to be dealt with and shoved, poked, prodded
& drugged away from feeling the pain of Will & Loss of
Heart. Still, to learn each Lesson completely was necessary. Doss gave three backpacking, Paleo meals his family
made & a booklet on trauma relief through spasmic body
vibration induced through a pattern of movements. Sex
may have been the same. Any was there anything to know
besides pleasure of worth to pursue? Without Guilt or
Shame—with Love, intentionally and it could all be good
& manifest beauty & freedom for all, with, when, balance
presents. How to cultivate this was process—was humanity. One generous existence, truly. Plagued & flawed—yes
and only in ways which could be healed by inserting heart
in the Gap. Heart in between the thoughts, always judgements and only wedged in Heart could, had the power
to vibrate these old patterns free to allow true moments
of recondition of all parts of reality as it Truly is—The
sensation of true inspirations were difficult & could leave
breathless states in Body—all the feelings, memory too,
were part of it and only responded to Will & Mind, Heart
too—when the window was open. And becoming dependent on constant fulfillment of Love seemed disasterous &
felt natural. Tennessee Williams wrote well I do get by on
the kindness of strangers or something close. It was a way
to live without fear of being without or alone ever, except
always in some ways & having a dollar helped. Spreading wealth helped too & sharing music helped too. An
open mic at Moe’s in Durango. On at ten and preparing
for two hours before. The immediate morning was filled
with negative body feelings & waking up Durango still
had business & Boon was none too happy to wait in the
car so some space could form & allowing some things out,
Gratitude still so hard to find Genuine feelings & then to
know to express and to do so still showed some Denied aspects come back largely & hard to live without some things
denied & using experience, mine those denials like gold
ore & fight the shining Love for the dirty ore. Couldn’t,
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wouldn’t, shouldn’t be here—if Guilt were right. So much
expression to move & each moment—everyone of them—in
which something is denied—frustrated—some part of will
Lost & buried inside—Frustrated is opposite and equal in
intensity point & held inward. Undissipated such holding
cannot be sustained—becomes too dense & Life succumbs.
There are people dying, everyday, so many of them. Issac
said We all have names—They named you, can you believe
this miracle? All these miracles of light they made for us.
And the echoes didn’t stop. Nothing was really Lost—only
separated and repositioned, maybe outside the Light. Too
much routine couldn’t sustain & not enough led to the big
Let Go. Issac hadn’t made a choice in a long time, Curious to know when he would have to. Didn’t feel in control either though there was no subtle consciousness here
Being perceived, and no-choice was one way to express it
& Guardian Angels another, following Will, Aliens, paranoia, Hearing Voices—All expressions & Reflections of the
same basic goodness, communicating in all the right ways
just how to be & live to experience just what you need
to Grow & evolve—for what is Growth without evolution?
And the energy could be expired bridging Love across the
Gap. There was only Love—for Rosie & everyone—& it
was exhausting Loving from so far away. Missing parts
from the inside—Lost parts of Will left with the Hearts,
Minds, Bodies & Spirits of the Great big Other. The only
unique thing about our awareness was it was ours & we
could point it where we could & How magical the world becomes as surrender to the proverbial echo, the signs, the
situations, from or for the actions to transpire & how it all
felt like something & it was never truly neutral, though
with intention it was starting not to feel bad. Simple feelings, causal still & the eternal present was a gift handed to
a human & never let go. Figuring present was THE Great
Big Figure of our consciousness. Our gift—our Karma—
led us to see flowers’ beauty or to read the signs—“Love
ONE Another,” as Eric Clapton replayed for Layla & How
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begging took on a physical form & how easy it was to assume with an open mind. Experience with psychoactive
mushrooms helped bring Truth sooner if the Mind was
opened already. And maybe it was time to try to Cacti &
see how Spirit, Body, Will & Heart would now align. Much
had been on & through it all. Tired. Tiring. Cold mornings Close to Freezing this morning & experience guided
Mind guided experience & so forth on and on again, when
over, vibration stops. Warmth kept it moving & It was
all about being together. At altitude the weather changed
fast. Not much atmosphere to exist in. Crossing the Continental Divide felt grand & wasn’t sure quite what was
holding back. Felt new leaving Durango. The morning in
Gunnisson felt good. Spoke with Rosie & my Folks. Boon
slept in the car. It wasn’t too much and it felt varying degrees of good & bad without the Dynamic which once was.
Hard to feel shocked or awed & in Light of so much new
experience, it all felt like it was simply unfolding without
the involvement in it all. Sun Shining, there was a Karma
of day & night here, collective understanding of the subtle light from space & reflected light & how everything
changed with Light & Form & Density. Boon stared at
the circling Birds & the Clouds. Never did know how it
felt in the thoughtful parts. Blessed to have bodies for that
sort of thing and understanding came—maybe—from all
those repeated stares deep into eyes, Rosie saying can’t
feel you—where are you—Miss K too & probably all the
others. Feel you now. It really never is too late. America
is a big space to explore & it was very much the same in
aspects all over. So hard to leave the mountains and comfort of new places. Home was everywhere—Igor said—
and this feeling of tired of running of empty wouldn’t leave
when motion stopped. Recharge came from Life & motion.
Back East could develop photos & record an EP, something to promote a life on the road. Revamp the truck &
outfit it to explore more comfortably & Again the comfort
came from somewhere else—affairs squared away or car-
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ried out or detached and Let Go. Could do those things
out here if made manifest. Intention set. Photos by December, Stories until then. Music—poetry—a life traveling & making music for all. Merriment & a message
of Love, Tenderness, Compassion, the fearlessness of the
heart & the Truth in life. Met Angel today and maybe
she would accompany to Denver, the world waited to see.
And sometimes you stumble upon the best open mic in
town—Colorado Springs & some talent and heavy players would be around and a room full of Listeners. Spread
Seeds and style & influence. Right Here & Now. Andrew
ran it & Her older Brother worked next door, first Day at
The Green Line Grill. Classic Diner feel with a housemade Veggie Burger, Fries & a Coke to settle the stomach
before a few pints & performance. What else was there
to do. Maybe find a darkroom in Denver—should wait for
freedom & space for that project & How much it felt open
& raw & wanting closure. Rosie had first sent me on the
road with film back the first Winter with Boon and maybe
we did take time each Fall/Winter to ourselves to find new
& mend to forget old & Be Present for each other fresh &
new again. Without ownership or attachment & still with
a sense of magnetic attraction even Grasping could call it.
And acceptance now for all o fit and Simply a situation,
without cause to respond to. Boon bit my thumb today as
he went for the stick & it was next to the tip took off fighting the Denied Will reflected in Rosanne back in Seattle
and both now—even at first & after a while had no trigger for the cause and only the present situation marred,
bruised & bloody was awareness on & then after onto the
cause—without blame—only situation & only acceptance
for everything. I accept you Brother. The veggie burger &
fries was the Best America had to offer & fully satisfied

Untying the Knot

Untying the Knot
Committing to relationship & learning to love yourself

Hours passed like minutes that morning in Manitou Springs,
Colorado as I had a conversation with someone I was not
certain existed. Calling me Bartholomew, he was crying
because they did not love themselves. It brought me back
to Rome, recalling years earlier standing in the Pope’s Cathedral under Le Gros’s 14-foot statue forever holding its flayed
face. In the shadow of this colossus, I had naively vowed
to lose myself.
Now the afternoon, penniless, homeless, alone and still
in Colorado, the realization set in: I had succeeded. Never
would I find out if this stranger existed, but the words
would stay. Without truly understanding why he was crying, I naively vowed to love myself.
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Cleaning up in the following weeks, it was unclear if
the mess was my own or the world was to blame. Neither felt quite right. What thirty-something Harvard grad
walks around blaming his parents, friends, and ex-lovers?
Yet, how could I really have made this all myself? Didn’t
they screw me up? Didn’t they give me the triggers and
trauma and all the other uncomfortable feelings inside
which I was supposed to spend my life unpacking? Wasn’t
relationship the root of my discomfort? Ironically, it was
surrendering to relationship itself that brought me the
grace to see a bit of how it all strings together.
The Latin roots of relate have a sense of bringing or
carrying back. It is relationships that bring us back to ourselves and help us find love. We open our experience, lay
down our self-interest and understand the positions of others. We learn to see life as a string of uniquely tied knots.
As the string both composes and connects, the knots are
truly only in relationship to themselves. If we are each a
knot wanting to untie, it is only then by passing through
others that we can succeed.
When my wife proposed to me for the third time, I could
no longer ignore the need for a committed relationship. It
was clear we would either figure a way to stay together,
or we would split. Splitting meant more time alone, loss
of self, and grasping for love in the dark. There had been
enough of that in Colorado. It was time for light. Our
agreement was simple: We loved each other, without condition. And in this love it was no matter what the other
was going through. We would agree to be there at the end
of anything. We would stay. We would not judge. We
would allow. We would help only if allowed. We would
never stop caring. This was our life, in relationship.
This was Love, simple.
What began in the security of our relationship continued to the individuals and relationships causing the most
pain. These took the most attention. They also facilitated
the most growth.

Untying the Knot
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In combining discomfort and awareness, we are blessed
with endless opportunities to grow, experiment with new
responses and develop the ability to act. We learn to create skillful, moment-specific actions instead of reacting
out habitual reactions. Ignoring the overwhelming role of
relationship in life, uncomfortable situations continue to
arise. Seeing the string, we are carried back to ourselves.
Through relationship we learn the effect of our actions.
The great big interconnected self is always operating this
way—as one hand can massage the other, a hand cannot
massage itself. It is only through relationship that each
can come to know about itself. And is it not the most common of our relationships—the everyday lovers, coworkers
and friends—that typically need the most massaging? In
the fullness of time, here is where we find the most healing, as we become free to explore life in a safe space. Without judgment, the mind’s stories can settle. These stories create the perspectives which define our lives. Free
of them, we begin to see more of the way things are and
less of how they appear to be.
With loving relationships, we transcend the habitual
mental meandering through life and find love for other
and love for self is the same. This is why he was crying.
Without understanding our deep connection to others, we
go through life in tremendous pain. Accepting the role of
relationship, we shed fear, ignorance and loneliness and
grow intention, understanding and connection. This is
healing.
It begins with awareness. And of what else is there to
become aware but the vast interconnected string on which
we are all knots? Just as so, we ourselves are not made of
something other, but only a knotted string in relationship
with itself. May we all learn to see the other knots as ourselves, untying each other as we learn to love.

Beginning Days

Day 12664

We start begin where we are and work from there. Flow
is all of it. Nothing to work again. New, each moment
presents an opportunity what it does. Here or there. We
are always in our own place. Take stock of what is there
and be find gratitude for all that is currently provided. In
the fullness of time, your story will be told many ways and
it is none of those that tell how it is to be alive. The spark
of life, the parts which indescribable, it is there pulling
the soul here & there. For all the mind can ration, the
will decides. Surrender to things as they are and learn to
create the world as you see it. For me, it begins with the
recognition of sacrifice. The causes, the things to change,
the will to impose, it is but our action itself through which
we impact.
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Day 12665

Change does take its first place in the mind. After, it
manifests in events & responses, for even our momentto-moment behavior is rooted in habits & judgements. A
loo Loosening our grip on these comforting cs leaves room
for the new. Trading known for unknown. “Don’t know”
Mind recognizes the unique in the now, honors this experience. Judgements & habits provide a path for thought &
action. Without this path, each step is in its own direction.
The path then does gain clarity looking back, by, and even
this too, with light enough steps, there is nothing to look
back on. Each movement complete in itself. Each moment
standing in the presence of this new place, complete unknown, freedom to feel at peace. Fear here can come, with
no grounding. Trust in the support of life itself to provide,
this too a judgement, can lead to fanciful stories and more
habits. Commitment to awareness is the path. Mindful
attention is the balanced walking of consciousness. As an
upright gait is the walking of the body.
29

Day 12667

Each morning does feels different. The Body full of sensations. The Mind already runninig. Thoughts of rising
at the moment of wakefulness present as a combat against
the worry of the Mind in a still sore Body. With movement,
action, there comes a sense of calm. This here can be the
sitting practice. For is it not this motion that leads to the
need for ever more? If one truly desires, it seems one receives, yet these lessons play out over time. Commitments
constrain and without bounds, life may flow right out in
every direction. There is something inside each human
resisting this flow. A heaviness, a Gravity, an interattraction, holding it all together. The drive to survive, keep the
movement forward. Help. The need to save ourselves is a
need to protect the other. We all share it all, now or later.
In the fullness of time, energy flattens and spreads, and
maybe this is called Peace. As the Search continues, it is
exhaustion leading rest or else it is the reaching of the destination and another Search there after. The help & the
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asking for it become important in both the managing of
time & interaction. For alone & with all time, what could
be frustration? What could be acheivement? When would
come Peace? These are our commonality, our gifts and our
burden.

Day 12668

Discipline surpasses habit, for in discipline there is choice,
conscious, active, often difficult choice, to go again to the
pattern th leading to balance & freedom. It is our discipline where learned is the lesson that each action is new.
Sacrifice of discipline for habit leads to mindless rut running. The adaption, the change of course, each re-action
becomes more difficult until it cannot be stopped even to
save ourselves. Discipline is constant adaption. Constant
recognition of how this or that ultimately serves. Sooner
or later, we all see it comes down to service, first to ourselves—
our bodies & souls. Then. Through balancing the Will &
the Heart, all comes into alignment & we can serve the
Other. All that is without gains from the balance found
within. The fullness of time is filled with countless examples of the human condition. It is not new to examine this
condition, free the Mind, steady the Body, and use the Will
to create. This is Soul Unfoldment. This is Growth. This
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is healing and Life, all there ever is. A continued reflection
in service.

Day 12669

Sharing is a funny thing, for how it seems difficult to share
everything & have enough for yourself. Or to maintain
plans, if the person in want or need requests that whic for
which is already accounted. Now or later it is all shared,
so share it now & receive the joy. Maybe there is a balance and a recognition of the receiver being able to truly
receive. We do not give freely to infants all which they
want. Only what is safe & healthy in our eyes. And not
those things of delicate value, which can be easily shattered and lost. These are held close and bestowed to stewards, those possessing both the knowledge, skill, respect,
and appreciation for the gifts. In these souls something
extra is shared. More than the thing, itself the act is the
gift. The transmission, the communication, the idea: You
are valuable and valued. I trust you. The light in me honors the light in you. This is the action of sharing, of giving. Lessons must be learned and taught. Actions must
spontaneously arise, for it cannot be otherwise. The hope
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is wisdom, intuition & choice guide our hands and hearts,
place us in beautiful relationship and help us grow to share
our gifts freely & openly with the world.

Day 12670

Attention is close to Awareness. There is a feeling still
of surfing in time, being able to respond—responsable—
to the moment without the self-reflective side bringing a
sense of rememberance: The Squeeze may be without the
Juice. This is how it is at times and still sure this path
is filled with daily accomplishing, and with intention, Life
time well spent. Hard to know—impossible even—how it
all links together. An impression—a flow—a letting go and
rememberance of what is truly important. The gut, the
feeling, the letting go of this and accepting of that. Giving
is receiving and both can contain greed. For it is easy to go
back to habit and be filled with want. Community builds
around a softening of Self and how it comes together is
as complex and as simple as being able to see the stars
in the sky. There is nothing outside the system and in
that comes freedom to explore within the bounds. There
is no waste, only future benefit. The unfortunate filled
with fortune and the House on the Hill as comforting as
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the Studio in the ‘Burbs. All in all & everything together,
the signs are all around, becoming easier to read as the
day goes to night and sun rise turns to set. May all beings
find Peace Everlasting.
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Day 12671

People, Planet, Profit, is the whole game and it can be tiring acting with that truly in mind. Who can play grand
designer and feign understand of the dealings in harm &
benefit? For each does feel entitled to their lot, even if it
is solely the entitlement to feel broken, to feel as though
the world has done you in and there is no moving on. 
Fear takes control & a sense it will not all be alright. The
living get on with it and the rest keep on too in their own
way. Difficult it is to note the power in which words are
spoken and the coercion existing in all walks of life. For
it is only the mind letting go and experience new is colored with the flavor & vibrancy of our past. The now is
full of the then and when. The future unfolds in perfectly
designed experience. It does become clear. The reward for
generosity, the affirmation of the universe is the continual brin bestowing of gifts. In these acts of kindness, the
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network does hard benefit, and at some point the path is
clear. Messages followed and life is the surrender to peace
and acceptance for whatever arises in the now.

40

Day 12672

Productivity towards assets seems a fine goal, correctly
applied, leading to wealth. Days spent working toward
collective benefit, the idea of operating soley for profit feels
uncomfortable. Moreover, the amount of individuals caught
in that sort of operation increase the need for the others—
those outside the race—to gentley & firmly assert a more
kind way. People & the planet must profit. Not person,
not business, not shareholders, or bank accounts. People
& the planet are to receive it all, benefit or harm, it is always their lot. There is no other physical thing to receive
and yet it is precisely inside that invisible thought stuff
that the change must first occur. Actions begin, however
fleeting, as ideas. Words form around the ephemeral and
ratio reason takes its place. It is here to impact. To place
the effort, and in the physical world, there is a sense of no
harm. Do good to and with that which is under your con41
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trol. Hands, make them honest. Feet, make them stand.
Head, hold it over heart. And mind, let it expand to consider all beings everywhere.
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Day 12673

We, as a species, have lost our way. This is not wrong or
right. It is what is. Gifts are the stock in trade as a conscious being. In the middle some time along the way 
an intermediary for our gifts was introduced. A friendly
way to say “Your gift to me is large a singular, mine small
& many. I do not want to forget what you have given me.
Let is trade in money to help balance our gift giving.” Now,
the whole game is money. This abstraction of wealth and
the focus on profit is the main stuff of life for a vast number
of people, and as this money game plays out, the planet &
entirety of people pay the cost. It is not a fun game. There
is not a winner. We play until we die. For what else is
there to do? The food, the land, the water all cost money.
People claim ownership and laws, lawyers, police, prisons,
these systems enforce this ownership (game). There can
be a new way—or back to an old way perhaps. An un43
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derstanding that before we are citizens, employees, bosses
and bank statements, we are stewards—protectors of the
gifts given. It is our work to do the best thing for the universe, for the benefit of all. (Editor: we do not get to decide
what that means.) We always start where we are. It is
what it is, and from there we can do anything we want.
Our thinking is free and thus our actions are free. There
are consequences, always, to a sequence. It is our work to
see clearly the course of action.
☼

☼

☼

Fulfillment & content come each moment. Creation, manifestation happens through time. The peace found is eternally present, for it is in the letting go of the wanting &
needing. Always it happens in a now. Preparation, discipline, practice, acheivement, destiny, these all can fill
time. Outside of time is the ability to be full, to understand the actions can come from many places, and it is
those actions not premeditated, not prejudge, that precisely bring lasting peace. For it is in these which live
the countless opportunities to see true compassion in all
its forms. Spontaneous life lived through time. Wisdom
arising from clarity & space. No need no want, only being, here, now. Concern for self is limited to care for the
body and plans to do the same. Preparedness brings peace
in knowing the future has been accounted for in present
action, but it is only a practice, and the universe does provide for us all the same. The advantages fained are not
all they do seem. Nor are they centrally located to offer
full understanding. The rabbit-hole goes further than we
could ever imagine. It is those who love, unconditionally
whom will inherit true wealth and all the rest will come
together of its own accord. The best thing to do is promote
peace and quiet. The still silent voice inside needs such a
space to be heard.
44

Day 12674

The mission is to help alll sentient beings everywhere find
peace & ease in living, for there is no proble save for a
problem in behavior originating from mind set. Here is
where to exert influence. Continue to create content, craft
messages and freely offer them to the world. There is no
monetization which that makes sense—only dollars. The
idea that ideas—even brand new combinations or presentations can be monetized & therefore create some barrier
that is external for individuals to climb is absurb. All
things should be as they are—free and open to the public.
Stewards need to provide guidance for how best a resource
(Editor: our source) can be shared—people in masses need
to be taught how to shit in the woods, but we can all be
taught and we can all share. There is no other way for life
to continue. The reckless holding and assinine frivolality
consuming our planet, & worse our time, is to be let go. In
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a moment, it can be, for that is the power of choice. Decisions can be made and help fast purely with the mind.
Heart and will coming into alignment. When the soul gets
involved, the benefit extends to all beings everywhere, for
how can selfishness arise in combination wiht inner peace
and what else is there to share.
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Day 12675

Opportunity is clear to see with a senmse of inner peace,
confidence & intention, for each day the multitude of situations, environments, series of events, et cetera each present
and it is the human being that chooses how to act. Getting inside the scrambled mind, each of us makes sense
of our encounters and decides what to do. With peace &
awareness, the options expand. Habits drop & disciplines
 fill the empty space in time. Intention is the decider.
It picks which of all will be the thing that best aligns to
manifest the creation. Human beings are shadows without creation. Unintentional beings only create waste &
worry, which is wasted mindstuff. The intentional beings
manifest benefit.  All types of creation necessarily
involves destruction & it is the intentional sort that turns
waste into  value. The cycles, whether in our minds
or manifest in physical reality are the same. There is no
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exchange that does not make use of what exists. Recombining & appropriating the stuff (ideas) of the world is the
key to sustainable living. Recognizing there is not new
without combining old has the power of revelation. Subsumption is cool, and we’d all do better to see just how it
all comes together from the fall apart.
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Day 12679

 Balance & work, a life of service, living for all the
others while taking care of self—that’s the whole game.
Life filled. Days spent in presence with a disciplined practice to pull us through. Learning to give without expecting
anything in return, freely, openly. This is the way, the path
to content. For the wanting, the expecting & worrying.
The calculating. This is the stuff of nightmares. The asking for what we need is part of it too. For if it is not clear
in ourselves, and not communicated, how can it be known
outside. So we give. Ourselves first and then always in
service to life itself. Listen and do what is asked, taking
care in the balance of our self such that we can provide &
be generous. Our time is the thing we give, and may not
recognize is the gift. To spend it poorly is an act against
creation. It is not to be held and stored—for such things
do not make sense. Nor can it be tended & grown. It can
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reaclyl simply be minded—have awareness pointed toward
its passing and here is wehre the generosity arises. For
focused attention spends time and leads to creation. The
things we create, moments, memories, these are our gifts.
A record is an effort through time, an anonymous receiver
of a gift through of time.
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Day 12680

Maybe so much of it is to prove that it can be done, sustainably, for if the cost is too high, then what is the good?
No longer can the self believe it is above, that it must sacrifice balance to acheive. Nature does not over use. Each
has a time to be created & a time to be subsumed. Succession is the evolution of the ecosphere. Success is the
goal of the anthrosphere, and how different they are, the
former a nature order and the later a theoretical illusion.
Without succession, there is only constancy. It is difference that leads to all movement. More of this here creates a potential and then a force to equalize, to come to
balance. If we acheived it, what would there be to do?
And the truth is, it would be dynamic, for the body itself
has an order, changing in rhythms of biology. Nothing is
still, truly. There is always a push this way or that and
in those pushes is life itself. Life is only that imbalance,
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constant change, and subsumption. This becomes that,
always, there is more which exchanges than which keeps
for itself. There is no stability in life, only balance, momentary & fleeting, we can choose to be in it, live the life
we have, or spend our days striving for something other &
missing the entire event.
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Day 12683

The good use of time builds space for the future and leaves
an impression not in the self, but outward from self into
world. Vibrations filled with compassion & Love, a demonstration of grace. All of time can be full of life. It is easy too
to be lost in the flow. This can be positive or negative and
is sure to be some & the other, for we do have habits that
flow & are destructive. The issue of our era is creation
& subsumption. We have been given a process, a way of
life built on refuse & waste and in nature there is none.
No allowance for the nonuse, no piles of garbage & toxic
wastelands—only there is because thre are these thigns.
They exist. We have manifested them just as well. Simplicity & elegance is the next evolution. How to make without waste. Each part used & reused. No need to recycle if
we reduce & reuse and then too plan for end of life. Even
our bodies we do not return to the earth. These vessels
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we treat as sacred and make provisions for their holiness
even after we are gone. What’s dead is dead & shall there
remain. In the giving back to life, there is hope. In the
gift of circular living, there is prayer. Action comes from
word. Comes from thought. Comes from feeling. Feeling a
part of the whole is critical to remaking the world we live
in. How we spend our time is what we do.
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Day 12686

A life is a series of moments. Increments. The change, it
happens slowly and then all at once, hard to notice outside
of the big things, the sudden boons & catastrophies. The
work done, without a record, goes by without notice. Leaving bits here & there, monuments & systems may help
give a sense of the accomplishment, and it may simply be
the impact factor deciding how to measure time. For the
greats, the remembered left ideas as much as writings.
The words, the form of the idea maybe less than the spark.
It is how the reaction is catalyzed that creates the speed
& efficacy of the  change. Some, even with tremendous effort never quite get a start & others get up & go
without the gift of knowing to where they head. As in all,
balance is the key to sustained effort. Much can happen in
the unstable, great agents of change, but then, after the
motion, there is steady-state, a movement towards stasis,
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death—maybe—but not simply in the body’s systems, the
death is in the unsteay non-stable sort of equilibrium—the
sort taking barely a sliver of energy to excite. This sort of
act gives way to a sustained ember. A source of great, quality energy—potential—ready for use, clean & pure. The
understanding that the metaphors & realities are linked
in more than words, the meaning deepens.  The ingraining occurs and there is no sense of loss. Impedance
matching—the tuning or resistance always leads to the
maximum power transmitted.
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Day 12691

The practice is the continued effort. The discipline to maintain that which serves & succeed that which slaves. The
wisdom in this is knowing. The faith in the result if not
the form.  Time marches forward for us and in this
there is surrender to the unknown, bearing witness to the
 innumerable paths, thoughts and actions predicting &
creating the future. In so much as can be known from a
feeling or set through an intention. There is faith in progression. The actions leading to a result. To consider the
future unknowns and prepare in the present anyway, this
is true wisdom. This is discipline. For then progression &
succession are informed & intentional. Not merely a consequence, but a result of sustained effort. A new creation,
necessarily destructive and a whole as much as the sum as
any system can be. Nature creates no waste and we must
understand as muc. Our combination, redistribution and
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all the other progress traps are clearly of our concern &
not the worry of the other. For our sins fall not on our fathers, but on our children & can we truly say we know no
better? or was it that we chose to sit instead of stand.
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Day 12692

Everyday ask what is the best thing to do for the universe.
Then develop the will to do it. The power of body fueled by
mind & driven by soul is the will. The ability to do work,
create actions, it is from here, the will. The volition—
intention—pure feelings to know the best course, and it
does only come together with balance. Me leads to we and
not the other first, for it is not a we that acts, but a sum of
me’s and it is here the failures of society begin. There is
belief in the social order, the grace of others to have us in
mind and often that is where we are, in mind. This does
not translate into beautiful action. Advantages are taken
and self put first in quite ugly ways some intended & most
consequence of other misguided intention. The world of
money is built on greater fools—literally fortune built on
misfortune. The continued actions of the me bring this
again and again for it is not the fault of the rich, of the
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companies, of the lesser fools to not provide. The world
has always been filled with the objects of desire. It is the
responsibility of the greater fools to choose otherwise. To
accept without & find content within. Here life can reboot & quickly at that. Neighbors can find ways to share
& new abundance can succeed. Literally we share everything. Intentionally making this so will lead to peace &
prosperity for all beings.
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Day 12693

Conversations move us along our common thread. Send
vibrations through, resonating other minds & leading to
change. Here actions arises. From the rippled mind. Stasis produces only the same in cycles. Always cycles. The
one of waste & pollution is only so on our order of time.
The subsumption & succession will follow. It is our choice
how to proceed, caring for those yet unborn or taking all
we can and laying waste in our downstream. Time tells
our stories and we too reflect & tell our own. Narration is
a skill towards development. Enlisting others for a cause.
Influence is paramount & impact the goal—not simply in
understanding, not only in profit or ideal, but most over in
change of action. Waking to the choices each day driving
action. The habits each moment leading caues. How great
the momentum for anything can overtake even the optimal
paths. Subtle often are the signs. Learning to be aware
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is enough to perceive them is paramount to impacting the
sorts of change engendered in Love. Fear motivates. Love
provides. Abundance abounds, for there is still clean air,
water and food, if not ubiquitous, the potential is in the
seed. Letting go and planting is the important step, for
if not, we will continue to lay waste. The systems have
failed. Politics & economics have failed. Let us not fail to
have the hard convresations required to suceed.
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Day 12694

Expediency is important in so far as slow thinking can
be maintained. Analysis & reason must back-up the gut
when expounding great systems for the masses. For to do
otherwise is a disservice no longer affordable. Humanity
itself is face with collapse. Belief that business can save—
why reach the masses when yuo can circumvent them &
go right to the source—feed them anything and they will
eat it. The consumers, they consume. It is their role.
This idea sickens more than its thinker & receiver. This
idea sickens the world. Humanity can no longer afford to
be ruled by individuals who believe to know better. The
power is in the ability to choose. Continuing to choose
to empower a set of producers who do not hvae health,
safety, and equality in mind will continue to lead to illness & poverty. Motivation seems to lie in the root of fear
& the stalk of success. Success implies being or having
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more than another fellow, for if the work by my is greater
& the products greater, so too the bounty received. This
wild idea plays out in the absurdity of disproportionate
material wealth. Wealth accumulated and passed on and
without relation to health & balance who is truly content?
Who is like God? This is the question to be curious about.
This it he fundamental sense to explore. How does it feel
to do what you do? Does it lead to a greater good? A finer
future?
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Day 12695

Begin with what is seen & felt. These senses provide an
understanding of the world. Add to this what is studied
& learned, and only trust waht presents evidence. To act
without planning invites ruin, for the systems in which
humanity takes part complex & interrelated. Vision &
feeling provide the hands on the wheel. Planning & study
is the map. The ultimate destination comes from careful
mapping of the world. The routes laid out & presented are
suggestions in a static world. Dynamics lead to alternatives providing optimal routes, and it does not much matter in the end to those at the denstination the route taken
 The arrival & mood of the arrived is paramount. The
flow of time allows for all the growth engendered by understanding. The only way is how it happens. The travellers
themselves hold the memories of the comforts & pains,
choosing to let go what they will. The future generation
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can only have what is left and make do of it all they will.
Undoing the transgressions of antiquity is not the concern. Rather it is the here and now. Beliefs in what can
be chosen each moment, something  new. Removing
habit of relinquishing power to the external, standing up
becomes the norm. Each act iis a use or transfer of power.
Or it is stored through inaction or wasted in potato chips
& TV. The understanding of a consumer is that they do
much more than consume. The restraint of using power
to consume is our greatest weapon in resisting the rule of
the rich.
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Day 12696

Timing seems to matter and such a sense of loss for moments passed & actions not taken. Events left unplayed.
Forgetting it could not have been otherwise. Each step
is taken and place changed without the ability to untrace
the lines. Life moves humanity forward in time. Memories serve to educate & inform, allow the analysis and burden of choice. For if the Without memory no action would
have no seeable cause. A world of effects and consequence.
Guilt, shame & lessons would not exist. Only habit & feeling. Discipline & practice too would be impossible. No
reference bteween here and there. No operational communication between this self and any other. Language built
over time and through memory. Language too would be removed. Life falling into momentary snatch & grabs. This
is no life for humanity. This life is for animals. Humanity
rests on our collective history, both personal & public. Al67
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ways learning & advancing in thought. Growing & changing, through memory. This phenomenom lays the frame to
build human society. Individual behavior leads to collective and here there needs to be common links, common experience without common experience, no communication
does not exist. There is no meaning in words defined independently from experience. This is the root of the feeling
that known concepts feel different than expected upon actual experience. There cannot be connection or communication otherwise, ever, without shared experience.
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Day 12697

Process is fundamental to progress. The how guides the
what. Without research of at least critical thought to inform the process the result could be catastrophic. The
informing by history, if not taken for what it is, has the
potential to command too much attention, but if ignored,
cuold more likely lead to similar mistakes and avenues
of exploration. To seat discoveries firmly in their time is
important. To see clearly how this leads to that & from
where it came allows progress, true progress, and not simply progress traps. Here it is meant those advancements
that appear brilliant & are similar then to a firework. All
light & noise and no lasting impression save for a memory
of a show and a swath of pollution. The pollution becomes
important as the progress traps abound and continue to
advance. The first world wants the ever new not simply in
discovery, but in hand & here it is clear (or can be shown)
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there is no sustainablity for the economies are not circular
& that dream is one for nontechnical business & financial
elites. The physicists & engineers understand the hurdles
and feign up for the challenge. This might be more ego
thatn true strength. It cannot be solved with technology,
rather it must be a change of heart & mind. The rulers
only rule as much as the ruled accept it. The wage salves
are real & must be freed.
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Day 12698

Keep the conversation alive. It is the common thread that
brings consciousness along and to believe the psyche cannot be changed in short time is a failure before the start.
Humans must have faith in the collective existance. Peace
is found in slowing down. That is how notice is taken and
acquaintance developed. Samely, there can be no peace
when there is lack. Fulfillment comes and there is peace.
To be part is to be empty of joy. Connection & a feeling beyond words, this is wholeness. To live in a constant state
of more is more than unsustainable. It misses the entire
purpose. Living, we are part of that thread & moreover,
we have a density to use and in this an ability to resonate
with similar beings. The most present of us can match
our impedence between our source and the external load,
and here having the most power, can impact. This is our
gift, our life’s work. Impacting every being in every way
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we know. Living in presence. The worry & hurt, that’s a
lower order experience. We live through it to understand
& match the other, but in ourselves, to spend time here
is a waste. The world over is spending time in dramatic
fields of over work. The thought is to add more. Complexity, technology, medicine, work, knowledge, and it might
just be that the ancients had it all mapped out. Esoteric
knowledge is a science in itself and who is to say the experiences are false for those who ran the experiments? Mental spaces do not lend well to peer review and right there
too, it is all there is, for our experience of the world is always in mind first & last. There is not a thing taking place
elsewhere or happening outside that does not in its experience start & end in the mind, so here is where the work
can be done. An effort spent on the continued conversation. Thoughts brought from mind to world & back again.
The unending thread of life played out in vibrations & resonance.
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Day 12699

Sacrifice & survival go hand in hand. How to make it all
come together means always starting where you are. See
the universe you’ve created & play in that space. The trouble is as in your mind as the joy. Playing out over time, life
is the series. Not an instant or section, it is a flow. The new
ethos can be in recognizing this flow. The victims are the
old thinkers. The ones caught in the brand image. The
new wave surf without getting lost in the shuffle. The bits
& pixels are not more than flashing lights & how it does
seem they represent a reality, and it is all that presents,
a part of it. A story & narration. The whole is life. The
non-segmented flow. No interruptions—edits to the reel
for certain, but this is no more by choice than the other.
Beginning our own narration, the truth drifts away. Everythinig can be backed up. All world views collected &
each view represented. We all get by together & it does
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seem to be there is nothing outside of relationship. The
continued conversation of how we survive. The dialogue
neither starts nor ends in us. We are a song singing, a
dance dancing. The known & unknown knowing & unknowing. Surrender & let go. This is the path to freedom
of mind & body.
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Day 12701

Balance and the continued return to center. Acceptance
of how things are such that the reorder becomes possible.
Intentional awareness helps the recovery. The long periods felt in this swing or that one lessen. More health
& wealth and herein is the crux. How to maintain momentum forward, a drive to succeed. In some way with an
understanding of the need to steady, to remain centered.
Rooted and flexible, like the river fern and not the bantan
tree. Resilience is the ability to absorb energy and release
it without fracture. To bend & not break, to stumble, fall
and get back up. Trust is not resilient. Humanity is. Operation in this space is uncomfortable as much as it is comfortable. THe maxim life is pleasure does not hold. Nor is
it pain. The experience is and the perspective shapes. The
truth is operational and wholly unique. There is no the
way things are, only how I choose to see them. The prison
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is how you choose to see me, for the history’s there and
the social conditioning, the role of the watcher & studier
is blatant & just as much remains hidden. The social order is base on common sense and is the metaphysics of
monkies. The rational & truly free being can understand
how relative it all is for us now & just as well exist in the
monkey house. The idea of changing as a goal is strange
and more so endeavors to express the intention to change
in a direction. To guide the becoming and this involves
philosophical gymnastics to include free will and is akin
to the similar game for the soul or the need for Christianity. Setting the truth before the observation is the crisis
of our time just as much as setting the truth afterwards.
Our explanation defines our position in reality.
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Day 12706

Existance begs responsibility. Consistancy in action defines character. The actions continued through time evolve
an impact. Recognition and awareness, all beings thinking, the case is that most do not form original thoughts.
Learning involves wisdom which involves experience. Trust,
faith, recall and knowledge are based in the ability to be
deceived. The felt sense and along with it the rational
excursion do lead to new actions. To react is a curse of
habit, ease, convenience, and here arises the dark space
of our lives. The sacrifice of the greater good for the here
and now. Each desiring an impact, a progression of the
species and no focus on the sustaining, the life filled with
compassion & beauty. There is always the other. Most are
the others and without their combined efforts, ours would
be nothing. Sticks writing in the dirt. How this is a burden, to feel as though we are doing otherwise. No sense in
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the unknown future. Recognize the egos of the past and
emulate ad nauseum. Remain ignorant to the number of
people and the common desire to be known. The common
desire for success, for growth, for survival. Fight Fight
Fight for rights to be free and lose all sovereignty in the
mean time. No guiding way or light. No full understanding. A continuing rewriting of history. Examine “facts”
and drawn the conclusion. How do you believe it is to be.
OK. Just as good as the others. The simulcra are endless.
There is no common voice or common good. Only sinlge
views shouted into the air and automoton ready to echo
whatever is next.
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Day 12707

Commitments of time, resources, and energy are limiting
in regards to sovereignty & then there is the gain & discipline  that comes with  giving in that way. The
counting on and development of self. The community and
availability. It is freeing. Knowing where & when you’ll
be. There is the goal and the process. Knowing one helps
define the other. Solidarity, we must rely on the other to
provide the base on which to stand. For there is nothing
without the other. No progress, no movement, only self
growing on its own & what use is an isolated system save
for an experiment. More natural is the interaction & combination of effects. It comes from practice, discipline &
commitment. Spread thin, there is not much left for the
others. Guided efforts lead to results. Process is important. There is a need to share and to learn and in this
there is the gift of wisdom through experience. The try79
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ing of new and letting go of old. It cannot be otherwise.
There is not a sense of forlorn forgetting of half goals and
shadow stories. Ideologies cannot be all figured out. The
Gap is in us, always. Formal systems lack completeness
or necessarily are contradictory, so how then does society
and virtue come together. In history all will be judged &
forgiven & all will be let go. So be here now. Stay with the
opportunities which arise and which present themselves.
There is no room for insecurity. This leads to a sense of
no-self. An immagination of this view & that and moreover, we have a true understanding f our own power when
we let go of fear & hold onto our deep sense of self. Here
we grow into something holy & full of grace. Connected
and full of compassion. Hear we understanding the role of
ourselves first and then look to the other.
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Day 12712

Production & consumption are one way to measure life.
Another less quantifiable is meaning. The measurement
becomes what is important and the idea of the contemporary moment is key. To live for other than the self seems
to be the case regardless of intention. How it comes together is a life of service. Even if in exchange for means,
there is the service none-the-less. And herein is the idea
of meaning. The purpose or possibly value given to actions & events. The reason, the plan, the goal. Meaning
is a tricky one. “The thing or idea expressed or intended”
might be an abstract definition. Circuling back to  the
means for living and the idea is these materials & wealth
provide for secure living. Security is always an illusion.
Living in probabilities, there is still the utter unknown of
it it all. The unknown is guided by a map of fantasy and
illusion. Imagined future to work toward & how it plays
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out is always what does happen. How much of this is contributed to intention is unclear and enters the realm of
the esoteric. It sure does seem the things are brought to
us in proportion to what is kept in mind, considering an
honest assessment of what is thought. The actions taken
have with them always a value judgement and here the
meaning plays out.  Measuring through production
& consumption still must contain a meaning, for here the
metrics of which is which tells the story. Time is often not
considered a consumption. Most products are considered
consumable, though extending their useful life may be the
most important thing. And the leaving of more words &
thoughts may be the worst yet, for how to leave stories
and more stories to a collection of unknowns. How to decide to live in arrogance and leave a message for the future. How to decide your vision is worth the impact. Your
stick is worth placing in the mud of the river of thought
collective.
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Day 12713

Caring, compassion, and the best thing for the universe.
Without a priori knowledge, it is not always clear the actions that maximize each. Whom to give momentary benefit & how the impact of society plays out. To pretend to
know is typical. Action occurs regardless. In the absence
of knowledge, feelings become important.
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Day 12722

Being awake when the world others are asleep is a strange
time in its passing faith allows the illussi illusion of each &
every being waking up and all at the same time or rather
all being awake at the same time. Generations pass on
and the earth turns. There always seems a time for sleep.
Value and the striving toward create this motion & unrest.
The game in all its stages is played. If value is innate what
can be done about it until we leaving the body? If it is discovered & mutable in society, what can be done about it
until living society. Information consumes the mentally
unstable. The synthesizing gives rise to new ethos in conversation. The aim toward simplicity may be foolish and
what else is there but destiny toward obscurity. There is
but the game of voicing your own great work, the continued echoing of your conversation. And how does this play
out in the game of billions instead of millions? what In
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what chamber is the echo? Diversity of thought & experience is key. The continued rubbing up against the other
bring discourse and growth. Continued bouncing of like
minds does not bring but tribalism & here there can be no
peace. When we are in a group our interdependence is a
shame of a form. The recognition of another does not imply
acting for their benefit. Most often it is just the opposite
that occurs.

Essays on World Saving

Me Before We
(Me Leads To We)

This idea is to handle the issues of the Ego first. Find
solace & peace in the Self. Solve the Me. Let go of the need
to consume more than food. Be a steward for everything
else. What is the best thing to do for the Universe: Choose
other than continued objects of desire. Find ways to share
all the stuff give bounty freely and hold not an attachment
to that which grows. Tend the soil.
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A Plan for a
New Economy

ECONOMY—Manage the House.
1. Consume food
2. Steward material goods
3. Care for the soil
4. Share with your neighbors
5. Recognize relationship
6. Buy nothing new
7. Micro Healthcare—
Homeopathic → Save Alleopathic for emergencies
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Other Notes

• Mind fuels Body driven by Soul.
• Society of Greater and Lesser Fools—Must Awake.
• Fortunes ALWAYS built on misfortune. Must equalize
this inequality.
• Not the fault of the companies & rich humans to provide.
These Lesser Fools do what they can.
• We can say NO.
Resist the consumption of their Goods? Evils? Bads?
• Intentionally share & repair. Create work & life. Most
efforts move toward the growth of food.
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On Convenience

To begin on the topic of convenience it must be said this
is the great dragon of our age. At least here in America
and the parts of the world under our influence. The desire
for more and more simplicity—in a world of complex solutions, is absurd. The population explodes and we expect
the planet to support and more over, we expect everyone
else to take care of the things which is not our thing. Here
I mean, we each have our priorities. Those things to which
we give our attention. The rest better happen as soon as
possible and by someone else. Here is the time off loading of responsibility. There can be no full understanding
of the value of our life when the majority of living is given
to others. The blindness of life has plagued humanity and
been exploited throughout time. Here in the 21st century
the tyranny of society has allowed a voice to everyone and
just the same a watchful eye on everyone and how then
can we come to know our heart’s song when each step is
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done with the view and judgement of all the others. Detaching and supporting others is a secret to happiness, for
here we do the same as convenience save for the lack of
consumable.

Convenience is King.
The king rules the world. Here, our obsession with ourselves, our need to succeed and do something unique, has
us slaved to the king of convenience. We do not want to
waste time on the banalities of life, and outsource everything that is not our thing. This is a problem.

On the Cost of Cheap

The cost of cheap is too expensive. Beginning with cost,
it must be understood what is spent, used-up, given, what
no longer remains after the endeavor. Time, love, relationship, money, safety, security, material possessions, sanity,
peace, tranquility, balance, health, youth, skill, capabilities, naivety, ignorance. All these and more can be lost
upon doing (or not doing) anything. What is the cost?
What is lost?
Cheap implies low cost or maybe only low price or effort or also in how something is made. Cheap things do not
last—or have no depth, as in cheap love or cheap food or
cheap sex. Cheap things when they do last (and also when
they do not) have costs—typically over some time or in
some other place unseen, unknown, ignored, or forgotten—
and these costs are an expense, a spendature.
Moreover, given the shortness of life, the cost of cheap
things is too expensive. If the goal of life is sustained peace
of mind, it is argued, all the other endeavors in life are
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aimed toward this singular goal. Spending all we do on
cheap things is driving a growth of cheap and it is expensive. Cheap experiences rob a person of the working toward something. Imagine the agony of always receiving
whatever you wanted immediately. Never experiencing
the tension and thrill of building an appetite. Always full
and always empty. No sense of achievement, of push and
pull. Would this be balance? And in this balance, would
there be any sense of life?
There is a flavor to being a mind with senses. To have
all, always fulfilled, what would be a want? The role of
cheap moves in this direction. Have without concern for
the time and effort. Always eating—never cooking or cleaning or shopping. How would we come to know anything
about wanting? The senses would dull and boredom would
set in and desire would be for something new—and here
would be displeasure, for the new involves approaching the
unknown and in the unknown there is no map of meaning.
We have a moral obligation to pursue what we find meaningful. Without meaning, we must search and struggle to
understand. With cheap thrills and skills, we do not walk
well outside our known and end up holding fast to what we
have. The known can provide the same pleasure and it is,
if not easy, at least clear where the pains lie. In the long
term, there is a greater pain, a greater cost, which cannot
be seen from the outside and does not follow intuition.

QUOTES:
We want more autonomy and [private corporations] are providing it, by giving us convenience.
Indeed, that’s precisely the business model of
corporations like Facebook or Amazon—to maximize convenience and anticipate our needs. Thus,
one might say, it is not surprising that we click
past all the privacy policies on the Web because
we want the choices, the convenience—the autonomy—
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that only the playground of the infosphere can
bring. Privacy suffers, but autonomy increases.
The Internet of Us p105, 2016 Michael P. Lynch

[A] hallmark of the global economy is cheaper
goods, produced and sold by poorly compensated
workers, made possible by amazing models of
distribution. This trend has been dominating
education as well.
The Internet of Us p152, 2016 Michael P. Lynch

MISCELLANEOUS:
Cost—or rather price focused decisions are too expensive.
The paradigm needs to shift to allow different goals such
as the valuing of time and recreation to surface. Time valued economics means the only costs are the time humans
spend.

Arrogance & Why Only
We Can Save the Planet

How do people function in groups. Focusing on the individual leads to stable society. Group Think and the inevitability of collapse. Integrity of the individual & the
resilience of societies. Promoting the individual and the
results of society. The inevitablity of Gender. The role
of Masculinity in shaping Culture. Why offending is inevitable in the exploration of Truth. Confrontation & getting to the root of discomfort. The role of Convenience &
the need to shift the Paradigm. Paradigm shifts & the
transformation of culture. Leading the Show, how to gain
power in a world of Individuals. Game Changing World
Views. Shaking free of a Life of Burden. Conflict and
maintaining peace and strength. Advantages to expressing truth speaking what you feel is true & staying sane
in the process. Sucession & the role of generation iden101
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tity. Youth & freedom of expression. How does unfolding
happen in a world without meaning.

Meaning

Meaning rests in responsibility. Problems exist to be solved.
Seeing a problem implies a solution. Training happens everyday. Functional skills do not lead to happiness without
application. Helping does not imply doing the best good or
good all the time the role of perception on effectiveness.
Philosophy’s role in helping set the paradigm. Thinking
in an Age of Thought. Knowledge vs Wisdom. Victims
of the Internet of Knowing. How opinions without arguments create a facade of Intelligence.
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End Days

Day 12957

It’s another one. The days sure feel long & the work not an
end insight. This pen moves slow & leaves too much ink.
Gets caught in the betweens. Hard to move fast & it is a
pressure thing. Pressing too hard & it becomes hard to
move. The ink doesn’t flow & the movement becomes lost
and here is the metaphor. How to stay fast and a part of
it. How to make that impact. . . that difference. Breathe in.
Breathe out. It’s not all for you. The training—the innoculation was on your individual competitive skill & why?
Was it an accident or was this known to be that which
pulled apart & how could it be otherwise except to create a
softer world & here with the end of the spirit & the growth
of the ego—what is the end? Maybe the lever is to lean into
it—make the app—show the literal connection then stop.
Will it be enough—The Great Sigh. The Great Slow Down
& The Great Stop. We have enough. We have enough.
We have enough. We have. So why do we feed on running around and grabbing, pushing, pulling? Do we feel
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like if our hands stopped moving they may stop working?
What is this push? How do we go from here? What is the
evolution of collective production? Where do disciplines
interact & how can that cross over become the subject itself? Make the inbetweens—the nodes, the main event.
The connections are the homogeneous strength and it is
the nodes where the exploration occurs. Center for Exploration of New Social Orders. Institute for the Production
of Moments. Manufacture of the Present. Minimization
of the Effort of the Great Capitalist Joke. Bureau for the
Removal of the Frivolous. The Enslavement of a Planet
for the Idleness of the Few. How can innovation be such a
dirty word. Good morning Good morning—wake up wake
up. The sun is shining—wake up wake up.

Day 12964

Weak at all the ways we are obvious. The strange. . . the esoteric is common & it is Love & Being that are lost & here
lies the tragedy of humanity: There is only the place where
Love is found & we are stuck looking for it—Building it.
Making it. You cannot make Love—only open to it & let it
flow through. Ungrasp. Let go. Relax. & Celebrate.
☼

☼

☼

Then the sitting at the end of the day & the reflection
how was the Art of Life? Did it happen so to produce the
Conversation? Was the language developed & the thread
knit into soft fabric of the human mind. Fabricate. “Out
There”—A Story of Capital & Exploitation.
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Day 12965

It was the abstention from the awesome to recognize the
awesome. And what of the lost ideas? Were they too an object to be worshipped & the process due created the same
in those with access to the zeit. & here the diversion is
in what to do with it & how to let life go on in the knowing. The things to do are to conserve labor accumulated
as money & material stocks.
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Day 12968

And there were no morning words for anyone other. The
ones flowing were clarifying and only in mind. The space
to grow is in the Gap.
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Day 12987

The noise & the fight are all there is.
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Fall

Fall

1. Meditation on Life—The bee that flies in the
open window climbs higher to find the way out.
Missing the descent to the original depths to return to the same place as before with a new understanding and a recognition of struggle
—a trauma to integrate. In this case, help from without
leads to fear & flailing—a sense of being dragged down
away from the lofty goal. The walls move, the earth shakes,
there is no control—the mountain decides. Calm words
surely rumble at the transition of scales and all ends with
release & a return to the same. An expansion—collapse
and reorientation and than an expansion again in recognition—
in the fullness of time of the learning—the experience.
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Again & again life repeats. Recognize the trap of progress
& focus on sustaining peace. In this, there is development.
The succession needs not a push from the rational. Then
the space to exist without goal. Activity & interest may
be the foundation of meaning—for it is how time is spent.
What compels—in spite of pressures it may be said human beings compel themselves always from within. . . the
optimal action plan, results acheived and ultimately that
karmic burden carried by action with attachment to consequence. Life was smooth in the recognition of play & the
providing of the stuff of life. To figure and plan was for
the worrisome. Direct action in acknowledgement of consequences and resiliency to sustain any outcome. Fear has
a diminishing role in the way it applied to psychic trauma
& not to actual danger. It is here we worry for jobs & insurances & social grace & all that comes with society and
humanity. The life applied to community building & application to personal seemed sweet. For what was it to
involve in the business of the world other than sharing in
life & the stuff made of it. Art was something to bring in
daily, the making & the sensing. So much to do each day,
it was something to commit to life outside. Megacities will
lead to Ultracities & the ability to carry all that life will
be hard for humanity. A free association, a network of livable space, the options to wander & be as you are, that is
the availability of each soul when we tune out the trying
to save the world & work literally only on what we can see
& touch. Editor: There is no restof the iceberg, or there is
everything together. The direct action of our lives can be in
the physical manifestations. Relationships. Neighbor to
neighbor. Human to human. Being to being, for here we
meet each other where we are in space & time. State of
body, state of mind, this place has room for feeling & flow.
The senses engage & awareness develops. Process to process to sucesss. Sress leads always to change. Pressure
& strain. Deformation of character process. Progress.
Sucess. Repeat. So to activate for another outside of words
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& direct action—what elase is there to do. This middle
process—the inbetweens, minimized—simplified—for effort exerted is life spent. Here we must come together & allow for all. Simple rules lead to variety, & order & growth.
Complex rules lead to confusion, disorder & cancer. In
tending to the home, our relationships to our material objects & environment as well as our psychic & spirtual order & also our interpersonal relationship: 1. The home
must be tidy & clean. Each thing has one place & does
have one. No thing is added without a place—for this leads
to disorder. 2. The home must be a ship agianst the world.
A bastion of relief. A place of quietude & peace. Today
the feelings come. The exhaustion. The recognition & acknowledgement. The timing of it all seemed divine & the
following of signs, of conincidences, felt so much of a game
to be true, and then the recognition of the fondness developed toward life living in that way. Listening. Listening
and the second ring an attention paid and a life drawn
further in its course. As much as there is genius buried
inside, there is ramble & lunacy. It felt ok. Having calm
on the inside. That was it. The Key. I wanted to shout it
from the roof tops: “MANDATORY COOL OFF PERIOD!”
Humanity takes a collective rest. Sleeps. Dreams. New
Vision & a new world order. There was absolutely nothing to do that is not toward this end. The revolution will
not be televised. I understand now. The stories & narrations & myths—these were here to guide action. Inform
behavior. Both sides can be presented, but not the middle. The soft gooey, crazy center could not be tamed or
described without nerfing some edge. This continual process leads to smooth stones that offer no resistance and
help the machine run smoothly. Again. The revolution
will not be televised. It will be broadcast in low fidelity. It
will be whispered in your ear by a lover. Shouted at you
from the rooftops & subway cars & painted on top the billboards. It is the writing on the wall. It is the conversation
you’re afraid to have. It is all the noise & dirt & grim & ev-
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erything outside the neat boxes & described phenomenon.
It is the heat in the night & the chill in the morning. It is
the headache every morning & the numbing to sleep. It’s
the argument with your wife & the fuck you to your neighbor. It’s how maddening civilization is and how we towers
launch ballistics pretending they’re brides. Anywhere was
a place to start. Back to that fear of acceptance & association and here again with love the wonder if the sex can be
shared in the love. So so far we are from the open shared
bliss. What is the kink & how does it free? Here, this old
friend will be the medium for transformation. What broke
down on the hankering for externals. Now the mind & the
bliss of union will be the subject, object & form. Many
objections but none worth not moving the pen & sharing
the process. It involves alll those admissions & acts of exposure. For what is more private & personal than writing
your won version of the truth. The one that helps approach
the darkness. Back to the same space in a same space
at a different time. Doc Holliday’s on Avenue A, #141 &
Cassie behind the bar. And it was a teasing out process.
The truth & desire the getting to it. & the sharing—the
need for other to connect. How does it change if it’s made
up? There seems to be the paternalization in saying anything of the message other than the conversation—in real
time as though it was a here & now rather than a space
between. Gender & sex finally the topic. What is this constant sex felt. Why always the desire to share bodies &
fluids. This one with a lace V t-shirt & matching brassiere
matching jean jacket slightly faded & black pants, the T
hiding hips and it all was filled with sex simply from the
positioning. She bartending. He’s all eyes’ on—sad lonely
boys all happy to date this Cassie, spend time & smile
for attention. Is this community or gang banging. Does
your character really exist? Is your character a porn actor? Is your character a blonde? Can your character be
seen on Nickelodeon? Does your character play the role of
student?. . . By my rules I won. . . By your rules? Ya!? Are
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you going somewhere? No, Tessa’s at home. Can’t wait for
this Winter. It’s the transitioning which is hard. So I ordered a chicken sandwich from the Village. Lil’ Frankie’s
is where it’s at and a shot please Cass before I go. It’s 4
o’clock anyhow. Aw!!! I miss our 4 o’clock shots. Oh STOP
IT. You go get with Kevin Bacon and get on with the rest of
your important life. Aww SHIT. . . it felt good to be back in
this place. Moving the pen to move the mind to move the
soul, body, heart & community of life. Here we choose our
suffering the flavor & smell. Mind you. . . it was 12:30 in
the afternoon. The alcohol helped. Eased the pain & awkwardness of creating here & now. Being amongst, being
involved & interested. Not sure what possessed to inspire
such a drunk & it was a part of the process there was a
state of mind in the poison & it helped with the freedom.
Started with the IPA—strong—no food—salami sandwich
earlier and barely nothing. Why the want to go down to
be in the alley again. It took the knowing the examined
self to make it worthwhile. I think I’d get more likes if I
put up a profile as Ted Bundy than myself. For better or
worse, outside before nine am—Brisk, Cold. Clear. Sharp
& the sun was shining like magic hour the last minutes
of it. It wasn’t safe to be a man these day & through it
all, the judgements were the worst of it. She reads The
Fourth Way and it hurts knowing I’ve already undressed
her. She is subject—subjected to perception & object—
objecting to all of it originating outside trying to be in.
The answer not lane inside this other—opposite. In the
union—in not the possessing of the half, but in the joining of the two. The stories of love were, always for the
ages. Inside of one, the waves are salty & rogue. Between & in union the waves are ocean. The answer was
union. For the large mass of man, the growth of the invididual involved a complex molding. I do not want to interrupt you. The voice growing louder. The corner eyed
watcher writes, breathes, embodies awareness & sees in
each moment the potential for so much more. & what of
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her & the abuse last night? I waited until you finished,
then you had a name, Ellie. I had a smile & knew again
most do not meet people like me. So long it took to get
here, this state of mind, eight years. Countless trials &
proofs, for what result? All that hurrying & hunnie bunnieing and her, it’s this part of the circle, and does it spiral,
in progress, as Neil Gershenfeld paternalized at that Fab
City Boston Event, and here, just before, is how I know
we have grown right back into ourselves. This growth left
scars and at some point the ability to regrow evaporates.
Transpiration ends & the breath, the life expels, leaving
a body—will offline—soul searching heart—in the Gap—
ever upward, for how can love shrink? We were all such
rapists. “Hey Hey Mama gonna make you sweat, gonna
make you scream. . . gonna get my fill. . . running through
my head. . . uh. . . uh. . . uh. . . baby. . . pretty baby. . . babe. . . E
. . . Baby!. . . E. . . Show me why you’re doing now,” and here
I’m supposed to behave? What. The. Actual. FUCK.
¿Como stai Sergio? Muy Bien, tu?. . . asi asi. . . no. . . Grande!
. . . Great. . . how do you say great? ¡Perfecto! Perfecto. For
a moment earlier sadness around not recording the solidification. Bits and pieces and the trauma, not the inane humanity between Craig & Sharon and how that all played
out—that was the awakening of the seeds the rest of it the
beauty it cost and the love found, it was not directly spoken of, for it was sacred & pure until it was stable and now,
after, maybe there were parts, small, unimportant parts
that could change and allow the Truth to be revealed. Yulia reminded us never to let the truth get in the way of
a good story. Her and I were both crazy. . . insane by societies standards, mad by our own admissions and acting
only out of gut wrenching compassion. Combine when a
bipolar meets a borderline its as creative as it is destructive. Moustache Joe not sure where to go. Eye patch Bob
sobs and sobs. She said, “They kept telling me it was going
to rain all day and now it is.” The next morning the sun
showered without warning. I am a man and I am sad. To-
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day the sadness is anger, and it is managed. How soft the
space inside. The mental flow. Malleable and like a torrent. Soft does not imply powerlessness. Editor: Is a wave
soft? The space between the thoughs, the Gap created the
softness, and like a castle of sane. It could all crumble
with too much space between and over time as the change
happens & then later still with the ravaging of the waves
or the torrents of rain or still too there was the chance
wind would huff & puff and it would all come crashing
down. The first crack slips in—an action seriously forgotten & here it is—more & more of the difference, How interesting it all is, this life & it’s grand to grow old if you do not
weaken & how it is the same & the anger & the sandness &
the waves they become external, first in thought & word
& then in action & habit. The hunger, always a hunger
& the sadness. . . then the fear. Palahniuk wrote such stories. Precise. . . captivation in the world of words & what
was the meaning of the unrest? Where did the content lie
& How hard it was to listen to the cries of your lover & here
you could not say stop. . . but with anger. It was ok to tell
someone to stop. You’re wrong. You’re hurting me. Stop.
Well Fuck off. Your tears hurt. Your sadness hurts. Your
love hurts. It all hurts. This living. The having & have
nothing. The changes always changing & the things staid
bring all that wish could change and no thing which world
would. Everything living died. Remembered to forgotten
& it could be let go. The conversation dropped, never had.
THE REVOLUTION WILL NOT BE TELEVISED, tune in
to your Mind. Listen to Heart. Live in the Gap the space
between then & now. The space between here & there,
her & him, she & her, his & mine, them their theres shim
sham shum and how do you like to cum whose privates
where? what Genitals do you have? How do you like to
push pull prod progress & pile atop of other bodies who
wants to cum with me. put it all inside & fill the Gap. the
huge void in the space between it all. Always all ways a
new place to occupy. A new Gap to fill in and call home. To
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tell the stories—the literature, it was all netflix and chill
and then netflix & pill and it did seem the density was a
power to move society or keep it solid. What is a synonym
for engaged employee—good slave. Then it was time to
heal, the hardest thing it seemed to do, and then so easy
when the commitment was made. To simply sit with the
negativity—the sadness, anger, & fear led to mental clarity, at least in the sense life was improving. Each breath
withot the addiction each feeling, full force, full frontal
exposure. Impact & effect. Lacking Loosening & Fog &
Speed & Complete release & Letting go. It was here the
soul survives. Growing into being & moral agency, comes
with humanity for otherwise life is monstrous. Peace. Peace.
Peace. & Content. Happiness is not the Goal. Balance
Surity & Dynamic Movement. How we walk & run—throwing
limbs and hoping to be caught—our mind our thought limbs
& word feets & our landing & listening & moving forward
to the next. Opening Lines: Sex was never our problem,
unless it was. I’m the Capitalist. I’m the Greedy Pig. I
never once had the urge to hit her until that moment &
I had an erection. It didn’t feel bad leaving and it would
have been hell to stay. It was the morning. It was the
suburbs. It was still & the sun shown clear & bright.
Too cold. The air inside 69◦ constantly. Layers and layers
would come this winter. The studio was built for nudes.
Kept near 80◦ or higher after showers and the studio was
now just for her. Comfort for the other spaces comes from
within and with interest even the most sufferable of mental states can be a passing storm through the window. The
sun was still showining and the crisp air waited for a bird
song. Happiness was in Jill & Greg’s home in equal parts
to my sadness and it did feel just balanced. It was easier to
change sides with the scales even, and this was true with
money, love, & happiness as much as all the pather parts
of life too. Activities, hobbies, interests occupied & punctuated attention. Still hard to feel content for longer than
minutes. The weed had left for days now and without the
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smoke, life was clearly painful and that was more than ok.
Different from earlier in life where pain was turned to suffering by aversion. Now. . . it just was and maybe even was
interesting as much as all the other things. Sleep. . . good
restful sleep was important to health (Editor: Thank you
Danny Gil) and it was only later in life this was appreciated for its mental effects and in recognizing the body’s
play with the mind, it seems obvious now. All the great
circles end where they start without acknowledging the
demarcation. Round & Round (Editor: The revolution is
always about revolving, nothing to begin or end) & it is
the choice in life to declare enough worry enough concern
& control. Enough trying, efforting, pretending the vibrations do not all simply run through, run their course
and dissipate to rest. That Earthquake, living through it,
shook something free. It’s still rattling around inside waiting to be let out. Subliminal reflection on you, a lot of it
is Power, not Love. Worldliness, you don’t get a head anywhere else. Subside yours not hers. Keep you own council. Belt and suspenders at all times. How to be your own
friend. Tim Tam Jim Jam pickles politics and puppies.
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There was sadness. The days short. The snow again. Feelings of pain occupied & love—loss, the Fall was hard &
Winter may be only days away. Whiskey & weed in healthy
doses exposed & numbed and kept from calling her & hearing how the tone does change so much information in the
present connection. It seemed to always be snowing in
Woodstock. The cold was OK if you could afford the heat.
Was better to email. Hold accountable. Create a shared
version of the truth. Honestly—the trust was all broken.
Snapped. Crash. Bang—gone in a moment. How could
she trust when there was no hand for her. No savior. Nobody to pull her out. Left her—yelling more commands.
Save yourself. Run. This way. Fuck shoes. Who shoes?
At a time as such? Now. Shoes. . . where are my shoes.
131
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And your feet all warm & safe. You were left for thinking your way. Feeling ok & who knows when the wall
fell & the rocks laid in a pile of rubble where you went
to tie your shoes. In a moment you were lost & we all
survived. Days & days spent at altitude, many alone. No
safety. Hours then shaking. Shaking. Shaking. It was
all unsteady. Move or stay—no choice was sure. Risk
on all sides. In it together. Here. Go. Fast. Now. Be
still. Help. Sit. Apologize. Revelry. Move again. Different now. Have to help. Have to survive. Such a tourist.
Who has seen it. Who has been. What is the reason to
see. What is the responsibility? To know this, to know
this is so fleeting. The collapse inevitable. Love is the answer. Love in the Gap. Woodstock sunny morning. Pond
still frozen. Less snow on top. All is ice. Either snowing
or melting or frozen all the time. What a winter & how
beautiful the comfortable space built for existence. The
Consumosphere—Rentoverse. Spendiplace? It was just
how it was done now. Nostalgia was bullshit. Life was
lived, as it was exactly. No edit or shift. Life in the Glasco
house preceded itself in the promise of peace & content.
Must keep her out. Hold sacred the closeness & welcome
the love. Hold sacred the space. The Gap. The individual
support, the needs fulfilled in self. Inside. First before the
other. My Dearest, In many ways I am snowed in inside
a cabin in the Catskills writing and learning about what
happened in the Earthquake. My Love for you is endless.
Your Husband, he is scared. There is so much pain, and
what is our commitment? What do we need & how does it
feel ok most days? And it was all the feels to own it. The
leaving, the choosing to go. Not to talk or plan or help—
just to go. Take advantage. Or simply the hard-earned
back, taken—more not given anymore. A withholding. An
abandonment. It felt in kind. Sharp-surgical. Extraction.
Meant to cause least pain & heal quickly. Wanting to do
better, didn’t know whether it was pick up the phone or sit
still. Better for whom & at what cost? Content & peace
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were paramount. Hiding away in the cold mountain air.
What was left when she started talking. What are the
days of looking back—hoping forward. Cannot concern
with how her life sorts out. So mean. She had such a
dark side. All at once so hard to hold. Impossible to maintain peace. What is promise? What is action? What is
habit & what will change. This was self imposed. Leaving a choice. Just made & committed. Put your shoes on
& get out. You never needed us. Just the display. The
witness of pain. Of letting go. Of resolve to flit off this
earth in the same love fueled rage & sadness with which
you came in. The drink helped. The staleness and sour
of beer. The bite & burn of whiskey. The heat & fire of
the smoke, all through the mouth. The dirty filthy mouth,
guard dog to the filth in the mind. The pain. The hurt.
The kink. O and how to approach it. There would be no
rest. No peace. No content without carrying the weight of
it all. Grace could come later, if ever it needed. Paul said
he didn’t think life was some great big self-improvement
plan. Life was for living!! God dammit. Silke called them
yelling sticks and already there was the critique. The sun
setting silhouetted the woods, pale winter colors remained
& it wasn’t the hour for painting. Eight years past and the
pints were now in cans. Peel off colorful labels—4-pack
$20 chance on 8.3% double IPA. . . worth the buzz. Drew
said TIME was all that was needed. Doing it. Sharing
it. Not going to hide in the Gap this time. Omitting the
stories. The events—they happened and maybe it all was
a lie? Maybe the trauma was other—and everyone kept
the secret & Michael knew only what she ever told him.
What a way to live and Be. Good music helps the feels.
Zero direction. Just principles. A compass and the wits
of a scout. Paying attention & spending time—all there
is. Skylar reminds of the note then & now a momento, a
photo, a story. It all becomes this. How it is told. Put down
or echoed. Vibrations. . . shaking. Always shaking. The
game plan changes every couple of hours, Eddie said the
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first time meeting and other times throughout the many
times together in various capacities. And now what would
become of all these relationships. There is no thing ready
for uncover and the shaking free rattles around. It leaves
it’s mark on it all. Paints the tone. Sometimes steady
& nothing, other times all there is. And how? You are
just as much responsible for what you see as what you do.
Here. . . what is the Earthquake & responsibility. It was
not asked for. Turning 31, a cake would do. . . or a fucking Snickers. . . and his hand, paw, mitt, fist. . . the fist—So
much pain. So much hurt. Too remember. All floods back
fast. Tears. Upset. Her. It. Shaking. What broke? What
is free? Such is the release. Do not know when it shows.
Clear signals. Never leaving this place. This rock. It’s
so. . . here now. The smoothness. . . it needs to have calm to
not roll off and find rest. Too much turbulence. Barely
weeks quiet & already Mike left me. Unexpectedly. Do
you know where he is. Between the lines. Don’t tell her.
Never tell her. This is peace & quiet. No violence. Sadness, yes & addictions—vice, sure in amounts comparable
to the wickedness. Shedding would come in love. Utter
utter love of self. So so cold it was becoming outside &
moved all the heat to one room. Enough enough enough is
enough. The anger is in the allowance. The abiding. The
not standing up & saying enough. I protest. I do not consent. I did not ask for this—only chose to be here. . . now
stuck. All moves with pain & trauma. No loss without
hurt. No gain without effort & decision. It was all crap.
Crappy crap crap. What the fuck made it all explode &
Kim’s mother to my mother on how people who are successful early on have trouble with failure later. Deep high
school mom first girlfriend to the soul core status and she
knew then how hard this would be now to take. The failure of it all—always a choice & that was the individual
part – always chose to stop to fail at it. To give up & let
go. Never a commitment outside of self. Always a stubborn bull. More & more of the same sour mash over &
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over again. Food was snacks here & there. What felt ok
was nothing but the alter. Native sadness. Lone had a
friend & it was rain & it was pouring out. Came in waves
and what was the thought—the unsteadiness—all felt the
same. No security – And things sure would be there before
was not after & always an after was to come & how could
anyone know that sadness who could bear the burden of
what it felt like to survive. To be alive & well, what was
to lose & nothing left to be taken. Greg’s a good friend
& tells it how he hears it, honestly. They are all good
friends. The supports. It’s just the news & what was it
after talking plans and plans of a joint life together all
this coming together & money out the way of it. Didn’t
solve a thing. Made running easier. Wanted to run and
be away. Safe here. Safe from everything but myself. Set
back so far from just the hit of it. The voice, the manipulation – the lack of concern Michael – You really fucked
me here. What the fuck is Love. Letting it back in. Nine
days of solitude now the plans. The sharing. The supporting. The suggesting. The accusations. If the situation was
reversed. How could it ever? Logistical nightmare inside
a love story. Every wrong plan means tragic heartache.
Here. Now wind chimes & warming sun rays. Doesn’t
look like ten under freezing right now. Could take your
shirt off in the sun so long as it stayed. Hard to see even
in the glare. Just feeling the warmth and listening to the
wind was enough some times. It started to be ok as relaxation & ease of operation set in. All was alright and
it was safe here. She needed to complain and I could be
her man. Ride my ship through her ocean emotion and
all that jazz. And now remembering it was supposed to
be about that Earthquake. The one that took weeks to
settle. The one they gave insurance money to cover prorated for only after the tragedy & only after so many phone
calls & emails—worth it. Money is always good to receive
in any amount. And this did all begin with anarchy &
that "Story of Stuff." The turning point where the protag-
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onist actively chooses to never go back to the way things
were. The conscious decision to grow. This has played out
over the better part of a decade. It is enough of growth.
Enough of form. The wrap-up.The rules, the actions are
from Will. No rules—can never rule. Power is an illusion too for if it can change in an instant—what power is
it? Here comes the whole connecting theme—LOVE TOGETHER, but first love yourself. Without self love—love
for the whole goddamn thing—how can you ever love another completely except as you love a child. And here it
reveals the intensity of the work and why it will take this
last book at least to conclude the understanding of the
role of the individual in life. Nothing short of meaning
itself did get set out to be understood. A map, cleverly
pioneered and documented in situ for your amusement &
eventual self-realization. Always for the growth of the person. Society comes later by free association of individuals
persons recognizing the inherent individual personhood of
each other and acting to preserve the most free behavior
of all. Here in lies the rub. And the whole point: Free
your Self. Reprogram your mind with your own design.
Manifest. Create, because then life ends. That was the
real gift of the 2015 Nepal Earthquake—know you will
die. Act with your life, in fear knowing it’s the mountain
that decides, not you. You choose your time & place &
your mood. Little else is up to you, seriously. You come to
know that truth big time up there at 14,800 feet. The coldest snowiest hike was the morning before the Earthquake.
Might have hiked up 1000 feet, to acclimatize for tomorrow. Shit just got real. It was the coldest my body had
seen. And standing there for what seemed like an hour,
it was clear we were at altitude on a mountain. Breaths
& heartbeats in the wind. Exposed & exploring. Pushing. Surviving. Venturing to the Holy Lakes & Gokyo Ri.
The Pass and down the other side. Everest, grand standing sunrise view & all the rest. Peace & content & mountain fucking air. I brought prescription glasses. Two pairs
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of sunglasses and a dozen rolls of film for this. Standing
at close to 16,000 feet, cold as fuck, all this would make
it worth it, though thinking can I really do this? Pulse
Ox at 88...might get held back. Might ask to push it. So
cold. . . so cold. Such weather would hike either way & that
yak standing. Looking down mountain. Just standing in
the windy snow. Looking still. Never seen that before.
Just standing. Steady. Still. Waiting in the cold. Back
at the tea house, it seemed everyone wandered in, one by
one. Her & I, Matt, Paul. Then Marty, Rod, Ghombu at
the end, for once not napping at lunch. Playing Elevator,
a mountain card game. Popcorn. Warming. What a hike.
Wind & Cold. Wind. Rattle. Wind. Shake. Wind. Rattle Cold. Wind Wind Rattle Wind Shake. Rattle Wind?
Shake Wind. . . Matt screamed earthquake no memory of
the noise then, just his mouth & face. Running. . . Off. Out.
Run!. . . Fuck shoes. I’m sorry I ran. I’m sorry I left you. I
thought you were right behind me. I thought we were together. I thought I had you nearby close enough. If I can’t
save you from an earthquake and I’m sitting next to you
what use am I? I can’t save you & you survive. What am I
doing? Who do I pretend to be and what mask do I wear.
That same old self-serving behavior. Get a wife. Get peace
& ease & constant sex. Yes. Sex was always part of it &
usually reserved for the other. Now we’d get into it. What
a commitment. And always fuck me. Even the weird stuff.
Try it. It’s gotta be you. You’re it. You. Or don’t or never or
wait or not now or later or I never want to do that or show
me or I want you or you’re gross lover rapist husband father boyfriend dad. Taker of Light. Builder of home grabber of pussy fondler of tits. You shake the Earth with your
pain. What they did to you what they took what they never
gave for all you did with & without. I love you for you &
your Light. & I still wanted it just for me & you always
taught me how it was. Is only ever yours to give & ours to
witness and share & never hold or have or ever grasp for
more than a series of moments. Nothing there after the
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breath is gone & exhaled. New inspiration & new experience in every moment for, again, you know how it all ends.
Then you know there is no thing to lose. Only living to
gain & the life itself to share. Always for the other. For the
benefit of all then. Only the interconnected everything &
this work too a part of it in the creation, the life itself, and
then later the reading. The learning the sharing story.
The same kinship just as undeniable as the difference &
you will see it clearly some day if life lives through you and
you decide to be aware of process. It’s all the same. Success is as much of a choice as failure. Cutting your losses is
not failure. If you were at the Poker Table & walked away
with some chips, that’s not necessarily failure. Therapist
told me that. Still felt shitty to lose chips, but no longer
felt shitt to cut losses, progress some might say. Hot air.
Bullshit, maybe others. A man can’t change, not like that.
Free of Loss?! Impossible. Stick to the tracks. Stay in the
line. Get what you deserve & pay—always pay for your
losses. More than for the gains. Such is the way of the
world. Hold closoe & tight all you value & have nothing
that can be taken from you. Only have self to be revealed
as life worth lived. Time well spent. Attention paid in full.
No thing off the table of experience. Stoned for days. No
more whiskey or beer. Just fire & smoke and the last of the
Stranger to be seen. She let him know his IQ topped 150,
no change since kindergarten. He was nine. Always excellence. Started smoking pot in college. Bought the very
first pack of cigarettes too, smoked the memorable first
alone on the steps of a 9th street NYU apartment. Graduated summa cum laude, with other awards. On dual fellowship at Harvard. PhD hardest, smartest, brightest, all
impostors—the most packed lecture of the six-year stint
was the Impostor Syndrome, even his advisor, hot-shot 30year-old, was there, standing room only. He failed, he was
failing. More pot, more cigarettes. Success, he was succeeding. Harvard provided therapists, along with all sorts
of other amazing and free health services—massages, phys-
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ical therapy, ergonomic assessments, $1000+ desk chairs,
drugs, drugs, drugs. Doc, I’m smoking pot to chill out
and cigarettes to come back up and all to sit down at the
desk and work, and then I’m all stoned and I’m teaching
two sections, $7k a piece they pay me, gotta afford that
ring, fiancee, high school girl, met her in college, need
a ring, extra money, no $3k a month from the government stipend, all expenses paid life, I’ll be giving a talk
in Taipai in the winter, writing this book, been doing all
these things, she’s over in Italy, so I’ve been over there
too, working on my thesis, and the website, for the course,
Science and Cooking, and then my personal one, Band Author too, with my friends, trying to make some side money,
reading all the time, went to see Bill Gates the other day,
and the guy who wrote Restrepo and The Perfect Storm,
so many great people come to Harvard, my thesis? Well,
soft robotics, working on this software, not really a programmer, but I can learn it, taught myself html and php,
javascript, c, I learned in undergrad and they are all kind
of the same, I write most of my works in Latex, mark it
up, and then there is the mechanical engineering, and
the material science, all the chemistry, the growth and
form, the mathematics. It all mattered. It all related.
I ran the 3D printer, and there was that stretching machine, and the drum hand shape, 3D scanned, and the
dielectric elastomer actuators, they were the point, minimum energy structures. Therapist recommended meditation. Practiced on the breath. Also recommended a
psychiatrist. She recommended drugs, adderall, methamphetamine, riddilin, check back in. No dose let sleep, just
more work, until passing out with the sun rising and getting to lab whenever the fuck that happened. Shingles
came on. Never took a pill again. Acupuncture and an
exodus to Italy, slowly just phoned it in, then, came home
to a FedEx from months before, he no longer was enrolled
at Harvard. To this day, has not spoken to his advisor,
short of a callous handwritten letter, apology, reaching
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out, thank you, appreciation. The writing continued, the
relationships did not. The very first record, just after watching the Story of Stuff, that video changed it all. Could
not return to the life of unexamined innovation. Did not
know, but called it, let go of the only things that mattered.
Love lost. Identity lost. There were all these other relationships, then her. She came in Salt Lake City, we got
Boon, and moved to Seattle, out of the filthy inversion in
the Salt Lake Valley during the winter. Split a few times
and ended up married in the suburbs of Long Island. Got
a real job, working as a draftsman for a bastard. Eventually making towards $100k as project manager, leased
a plug-in hybrid and everything, company car. Then, lost
it all, anger issues growing. Addiction growing. So angry with it all. Fired within weeks of the salary bump.
Spent the summer stoned and made an great, million dollar app, and decided no one needed to be on their phones
any more than they already were. Read Time Surfing and
realized the app was the mind, and stress needed to be
reprogrammed. Spent time getting back to the old self.
Took on more drafting work, independent. Got fucked to
the tune of $30k by a number of really friendly bastards.
Accidentally moved above a bar in Astoria, protested after months of sleepless nights—five nights a week, 75+
db in the bedroom. DEP, Councilman, Community Board,
and 114th Precinct cannot stop the law-breaking. $8k fine
cannot either. Go insane, literally, run away from her and
shared life. End up in Woodstock. Start to think about
the Earthquake and why there is so much anger and fear
and thoughts of dying and desire to live and squeeze every
ounce out of life. Presently abiding. All of it was important. Up here in the Woodstock House there were hierarchies & class warfare in the streets, like Seattle in the
90’s. Fuck the Police. Fuck the Hippies. Direct Anarchist
action at all times: Riot. Mind Riot. The dreaded Eugene
Anarchists—reify it & it cannot change. Change it & you
will succeed—Portland, Seattle, Chile, Hong Kong, it was
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all interconnected, the life & the movement. The enslavement & the thirst for freedom. Break the Glass. Break
the class. Move fast & clear up. Leave it for another—
the problem fixing—it was about how well you were doing.
Marty Klein said that. Met Chuck Palahniuk at 18, came
to Cooper’s Great Hall. Took another 18 years to realize
what was transferred that day. This man was free. Fight
Club. Survivor. Choke. Invisible Monsters. Adjustment
Day. For Christ’s sake. Wake up to the Corporate Bullshit. You do no need to eatit. Mentor told his dad we all
have to eat a pile of shit in this life. That wheel of suffering tanka. Mentor added, it’s only a matter of how much
& what flavor. Me? I say you may be served it. You may
have to look at it & smell it. Maybe even get your hands
dirty, but fuck if I eat that pile of shit. And even if they
force-fed me & taped my face shut so my mouth couldn’t
spew anymore, I’d lay an even bigger pile of shit for them
to smell. The bastards. Can not internalize that bullshit
hierarchy & power game. Here’s the Shakespearean, Alan
Moore, V for Vendatta rub: Non one can free you. You are
already free. Sometimes freedom looks like running away
to a houe in the woods to smoke a bunch of pot, masterbate & stick vegetables in you anus. Put the coffee pot
on. Tie up th dog. Normal man stuff. And whatif therewas still some getting weird in the cabin stuff. She said
you never need to explain yourself tome, and I hope it’s
the same with me. So it goes. . . Vonnegut’s asshole, right
there for everyone to see. Bought the local papers & a pack
of cigarettes. It seemed less consuming than the alternative. And what was the use in waking up early, starting
before the light, in th dark and seeing how it all comes
to be shown. Not one person ever said, “Michael, maybe
you’re smoking so much pot because you’re sad. Depressed
even.” It was Annie who said it first as asking abou still
being near the precipice & depression & all that jazz. Angry. Yes, been called angry. Mad even. Pretentious of
course. Mean. Weak. Confused. Stubborn. Manipula-
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tive. Self-centered. But depressed? It took the mind to
finally think it:
I am sad.
So much deep sadness.
You just don’t understand the sensitivities!!
Yelling sticks again. Silke was so beautiful & what
of Belgium & minute 2:34 of that porn comp blow job it
looked just like her & her style such love & filth & wasn’t
that how it felt ok. To believe if there was love there would
be no condition & that there did not mean no pain & everything you wanted & it certainly didn’t imply filth. &
that idea, the dirt the uncleanable indelible with age &
experience—now there was filth no amount of brainwashing could clean. And o how at this point the expectation
was to be all grown & formed—past this nonsense unfolding—
accepting—uncovering. Past this dark material. Rub it so
hard it sparks to light the ember that shall not go out.
It burns & smolders inside the darkest deepest depths.
Leonard Cohen was wrong. The cracks do not let the light
in. . . they let it out. It hurts. It’s painful. The widening.
The shaking. The trembling. Some times what rattles out
is well formed, whole. Beautiful. Other times a monstrous
turd. A streaming sweaty river of soul stuff pungent &
repulsive, like bile, acrid, sulphorous and full of animal
shed. It wasn’t pretty. Pretty awful. That pile of shit Dell
always heard about from his father. And then the recognition even further of just where that shit comes from—the
one you have to eat, with its own flavor & mass, the one
you can just look at & play with & process. The one you
assumed came from Life it self, the hand you were dealt &
all that jazz—Truth is, all that is true, the rub is that it’s
your pile—from your own goddamn stinking anus. Sure
it stinks like mom’s shit & dad’s shit & first lover’s shit &
grandma’s shit & kindergarten teacher’s shit & the nurse,
her shit too. It smells & looks & even tastes like all their
shit. It’s not. It’s yours. Doesn’t matter that first hands
that caressed you were your mother’s. Doesn’t matter that
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your Dad’s were the first to hit you or her’s the first to
throw something across the room. Doesn’t matter where
she learned it or what they did to her. It mattered how
you acted. That was all. The whole show. The game came
down to how you spent your time. What was done with life,
to spend time worrying—at all—about what happened to
life & why could drive insanity up to the front door. To always treasure hunt like Salinger pointed out, misses some
thing. If you’re about fixing things, everything is a problem. Breathing—breath life is rhythm. The dance of the
Ancients. When they do it. . . o. And here now still. So
cold. Raining for days it seemed in Woodstock. Barely a
word from her—emojis mostly & maybe it was family time
& maybe it was the effect to my leaving cause & it was not
important—realized—to worry about the what & the why
of Life. The action of Living. Yes. Yes. Yes. That is the
Key to the door at the top of Ego Mountain—Right Action,
Skillful Means, Conscious Living & Working. That George
Pitagorsky, Ram Dass, may he rest in peace, mother fucking bullshit. & it was fine, in Theory, and in practice that
dude was a creepy lecherous old man looking for a dakini
tantra mind melding with my wife, so how did the practice
serve then? The point, Michael? Well—It’s all Bullshit, so
many Keys, so many Doors and at the end of the day,m you
can always kick the goddamn Door in—it was unlocked
the whole time. Just failed to give that knob a turn, it’s a
brand new sunshine & I gotta get up kinda bullshit. Wake
Up. Do You. Drink your green smoothie through a metal
straw. Fuck everyone in your ethically nonmonogomous
relationship. & take an Uber home to your Post Modern
Hippie Loft in Greenpoint paid on loan from your Future
Soul. Or maybe it will all work out and Capitalism is Sustainable. . . ugh. That’s the Big Ugly Elephant in the room,
that and the whole I only get lonely when I’m horny thing.
And what was the cost to explore there was already a huge
hole in her from where I left. Maybe it was missing Tim’s
Big New Year’s Bash & starting Jan 1 in a calm place.
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What was known about calm peace content love life capitalism anarchy mom dad therapy harvard the whole lot of
it. Every word every thought was in a cloud. Tainted Love.
And what was life unfiltered? Maybe this is all about Addiction. And how it plays out. Certainly one moral the
narrator struggles with piece after gut wrenched piece removed. all the peace, in pieces. In the name of all things
holy, Mother Mary won’t you save this Troubled Soul. I’m
up here and I’m dying, my only cross to bear. So please
give me Peace before I die. Let me know that place of Self
Surity. Either that or let me come back as a cock-hungry
perfect ten knock-out hot manic pixie dream girl, a real
slut who could literally have whatever she wanted. Whenever. Used sex & all her holes as power. Fed off it. Or
Peace. And the problem with going to the eparty was one
of whom to show up as. Whining and omg I can’t leave.
So broken. Such a mess. In no shape to party—not with a
three hour drive alone at night straight to party. Haven’t
eaten all day & it’s after 5PM, Fuck. This. Noise. The
bear was a good look but it couldn’t hide everything. Not
from less than a couple feet. It was all crap now. Didn’t
know which self to be. Just another male father figure for
her to work up the courage to call & her mother, always
the seeds of divorce. What a farce. Wanted to be past
this, but if this was the end of her & I, never wanted it
to pass. Every contact hurt—showed the space, the Gap
was real—Love snapped so far back from the hit of it all—
Love in the dark feels so alone & frightening. No thing to
grab, to witness, to listen. No thing to save. Only hope
Light will return. And now a Gap such has been put inside her, and she all around hard to see her shouting ripping tearing at the inside. Then there’s a snow squall or
an Earthquake and how can anyone be expected to stand
on their own two feet in this Diagonal World, privilege or
poverty, saint or sacrilege, sinner or freeman, Forget anything that came before and crush it. Now. Today. Each
Day Each Moment, do Best for Self. She said so unreliable
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and it had become the habit and it wasn’t for lack of doing but for over committing & under communicating. It all
had time to unfold. The pattern & routine of being needed
to serve Life & not the other. No place for the other. No
ceremony other than a beautiful Lunar Cycle and a New
Year’s Eve off the Map. Belly full, balls empty, time to
say Goodbye to the Smoke & Vice. No place for the Fire &
Brimstone. Back to the Seeds of Compassion, Flowers &
more Seeds. Meditation—Back to Therapy Session One.
Slow down & breath. Pre tend—To attempt to handle or
tend to before the thing occurs. Pre Tend. Insanity sets
in & looks in the window mirror. Hello stranger my old
friend. Welcome home and what was thre for a man after
2 o’clock in the morning alone in his house. Up to 4:30AM
with weed & internet woman. Morning on the 2nd , coffee
feels better than smoke, 11:30AM just waking up. Missed
Jared’s reading missed New Years. Spoke to her. Facetime and she is so lovely, always a woman to me. Hasn’t
yet realized Vienna waits for her. Some day, like a good
male, I will show her how to live Life. It was lonely being
a lone. It was frustrating being together—to get her. It
all was painful. More pot would help no thing except the
time pass & the nerves affected. Body pained. Mind busy
or off. When to stop. I didn’t want to heal right now. What
a thing to admit. Slow steady thought. I wanted to play.
Life was so formal & toxic with you. No trust. She had
no trust in me. No faith. No belief it would work. It was
all so sad to watch. Maybe no contact was better. Safer.
More Peaceful. Less violent. Had to stop with the smoke.
Body craves space to be Health & Strength. Mind wants to
know what’s left. Neither wants to Let Go, be uncomfortable for longer than minutes & why the always going back.
The compulsion, the relief. The Valve. Nonsense. It was
tragic. Without solving Anger & Addiction, there would
be no Trust. Had to fix the Big Ones, before Trust. Didn’t
want to sit down with another therapist. Nerf all the fun
stuff. What’s this settle down thing any how? Rather pay
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a mortgage at this point is all & if the Act ain’t cleaned up,
how can we do It? She tests for Anger, the Circularity. She
pokes until It explodes. We have a choice to serve Love or
Ourselves, and here there is a person without Trust & a
stubborn ox. Just go to therapy you shithead. I’m afraid
they will tell me to leave my Wife. The story we werite is
the one that happens, even more so when you’re writing a
book. How to share Life. How to be with another. When
have I showed you my distrust other than when faced with
lies. Anger? That is the distrust. Fine to Bark. Another
to Bite, maybe not. The instilling of fear was more the
root. How the Anger showed a Snap—an Ability to Lose
It. There was no healthy amount to display, which made
me feel dishonest & angry. Why does all this shit happen.
Why do people need to dump their garbage, pry, get involved, worry & plan for others. She liked to tell me that
my Stories of Blame were for my therapist. She has me
questioning everything. There’s that Blame again. Just
not sure how to move, like in that Earthquake again. Risk.
We all survive. Something shook free. My chest aches.
Mouth agape. Still hurting myself in a bad way. 8 years
since New Years & My American Spirits. 8 years since My
Last Twelve Camels. So long since feeling Gravity. Now
Living at the Water’s Edge, Woodstock was different than
the Long Island Sound. That Noise had a place here & it
was for releasing. The Water’s Edge frozen, so Walking on
Water becomes Don’t Break the Ice & found the other croc
frozen pushed to the surface. Knee, again bruised like in
Nevada City. Blood & microtears. Acupuncture in the future, and the best was on that Goddam island. Past her.
Near them & the knee would heal as it did for a while. The
lungs too. Why can’t stop? Why self-destruct. Who cares?
This dark nonsense part, blocking the light. Such shame
to even share it. Release it. Trembles. The first Letting
it Out was such a loss and the Strength in that first Gap,
the Love found was incredible. And now, on the verge of a
Gap so set back—such depth—I see the Void & it doesn’t
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scare. It excites. Here I am. Waiting for Love. Knowing I
have not the Control. Love is a Choice. Being Happy is a
Choice. Caring, it’s a Choice. Strength, a Choice. Success,
Failure. These are the Choices we make, being nothing
other than defined by them & forced to make them. And
yes, it’s a Fight Club reference. Had “You are defined by
the choices you make,” stitched on a hat by the first Girl
to Blow Me—also was probably my highschool yearbook
quote. Christ, the guy’s picture in my office, so in some
ways, Did I ever really have a choice? Wasn’t I doomed to
make it all up? Live a life of Make Believe. Shit. I’ve only
shared but a part of it. The stories could fill volumes, so
the Great Edit, if not the resistance to rip out pages, crumple and start anew. Efface some embarassment or half
idea—the Great Edit is in what is never written. All the
words, phrase, concepts, archs, meanderings, that stop at
the forehead. Part just wants to stop in the Middle, Sopranos style. Don’t Stop Believing. Silke has the urge
to run too. She’s looking for Pragma. Me too. More of
it. I’d leave her if Love could not grow big enough and
frankly was tired of the whole Game. More enjoyed time
in Peace & needed to learn how to Take Care. Money—ah
fuck that Noise. Could not Would not & Should not make
Money Getting important. One Day at a time. Opportunities arise when Looking and Ready and Free. All the Uplifting and then the Down Falling of the Self. No Strength.
No Calm, even in Peace. Hardness. Density. Gravity. Attraction. Fluids had Less Attraction, Less Gravitational
Means of Resistance. Non-Sense. Hyper Rational Shit
Thoughts. Where is it? Where is the Gut Wrenched Gem?
The Prize? The Treasure? What was All This Work: What
was the Cost. You pay more for the losses than for the gains.
The Dog helped keep the Notebook from flying across the
Room. Kept the Pen on the Page too. Realized that was
Anger Managed. Reason he was called Boon, kept coming up. It was Poetry before it was True and Boon always did Teach more about Self than Other. Dogs couldn’t
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Teach what to do with Anger. Just What It Did. The
Notebook still belonged all smashed & moddled. The Wall
Bruised, the Evidence of the Fray. The Grit. We liked
True Grit. Michael Wanted it Raw, but Wasn’t Willing to
Work For It. At least not to Finance it in Money & Good
Cheer—Who. The. Fuck. Was. I. Kidding. Personality
Dismorphia. Greg was the Happy Friend. Michae was
The Grouch, unreliable, Walker Out On. What relationship didn’t implode? Laura Nori. Daniele Indovine, these
girls & the fake news—Extra Extra, the Relationship is
Through, Nope—Just Kidding—Trust Me. Then do it for
real 25 Years later and it all works out the same—hurts
more & much more Self Doubt—Truth is—I’m bored, and
that makes me sad. Truth is I’m Sad for a number of reasons. One more is realizing I may be Bored. Tame. At
Home. At Rest, and Not Done Living Yet. It’s All The Reasons. Every one of them. & maybe that’s why this Glasco
House, the one She wrote at the top of the page, where
Emotional Cleansing was written, found me a home for
The Winter. Maybe Would Shave The Beard, always came
to mind in Moments of Shedding. Too Cold For That followed, then That Bit About Karma, then Chuck Palahniuk
again & Nothing So Sacred It Can’t Be Cut, and all the
Ceremonious Beard Cuttings & how maybe that Practice
should be cut. This whole process was absurd, maybe that
was The Point. These Moods do not create themselves.
People spend their whole life avoiding these Moods. Keeping them Private. I feel like the only Crazy Person who
would rather share them with Everyone than Pay Some
Stranger to Pretend to Know Me. Much rather You All
Pretending to Know Me. At least the Advice is Free. This
isn’t what I want though. I want to talk to Her. I want
to Her to Pretend to Know Me, that me that I want to
be. I don’t want Her to Know Me & Reflect Me & See all
that Nasty Stuff, not if She can’t Be Nice About It. And
what were you except a Farce of a Man. Give with Condition. Love all but the Violence & Hurt. Subliminal Power
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Games. Can. Not. Be Defined By Her Who Knew Me,
See’s Me—Will show all and Let World Decide—What a
Neurosis. No No No Sleep still—And no Food, only Snacks
and Weed & Tobacco—It’s 3AM, Past and how was this the
Adderal or the Girl? How can any ONE help. How can the
collective ever know. Of what use is the Individual’s Story?
Some day we’ll get to The Point, how we Love Each Other
for Our Weird, how we get by suffering choice together,
like in the Earthquake, but for now, I’m not ready to Heal.
Can we Admit the Story on Record that Your Husband
has some Trauma too, work through & realized over Days,
then Weeks it is through making Art from Life that there
trauma is processed—whether a Performance, a Record or
a Product. Weakness can be a Strength applied—Running
too. Proved self-control—preservation& it wasn’t about
Leaving, Separating at first. It was about Safety. It is
about How Well We Are Doing. The Fear can subside with
the taking of Space. Silke, home, nude in panties, walking about and the planning is how & how many glances to
steal and keep the Love & Honesty and Safety & Comfort
and Welcomed Time Spending and all wanted was for Positive Body Image to extend to Positive Eye Images. What’s
taken in a Look? What are we if not Natural Sense Beings, and why Judge for the Application of Body when the
Harm is Psychic—and maybe Here is That Bit about Free
Association. That’s The Idea—Attention Paid & where
do we want The Focus. For Me, I’d Love to be Oggled
for Sex—by those I Find Enticing, Attractive & Interesting Of Course. Here was That Bit about Sex Addiction.
You’re not a Sex Addict. You’re just an addict. Shut Up.
What do you Know? I could be iof I wasn’t such an Honest Partner, and what is this Honest Pretending? The
Occupation of Head Space, the Service Provided, Who is
Like God? Michael—that’s What It Means, Who is like
God? His Name is a Question, His Life an Answer. We
all are. It’s Not That Simple and Like The Circle, Round
& Round Revolving, Always in Revolution, at times Com-
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ing Back, after Having Been Around The Ringer, Done,
Seen, Experienced, Pained, & Hurt, Coming Right Back
to Know Simply: We are all like God? This is Terrifying then. Have you met People? So the Circle Continues, Each of us on Our Wheel of Suffering, Sam fucking
Sara. Hungry Ghosts, Lesser & Greater Gods. It was all
Suffering, all the Life, all the Feels. How to Abide in Joy.
Continually Bear the Burden of Existence, Lightening the
Load while Understanding the Heavier it Gets with Age
and here maybe Reframing—Reprogramming the Mind.
This Bit about Heavy, that word again, is thee some problem with the Earth’s Gravitional Pull in the Future? And
Now? Gravity was always a loosely veiled metaphor and
over the years it gained weight. Totally esoteric to the order of one, Frou Frou fucking bullshit. Make my own signs
& symbolism. Breath it was always about a breath meditation, but it was about Her breath always. Syncing with
Her. Breathing with an Other. The thing is I don’t know
where it is going. Lean In Michael. Please do not let me off
the hook. Keep it buried in my gut. Line down my throat.
Teeth spread, Clenched. Hands bloody. Stop the Tugging,
Yanking, Reeling. Just give me Rest. The Swings, The
Love Hate Dark Light, Mine were Enough. Truth was I
did not feel Safe & some how I was being Manipulated
again. Did not want to Support or Join in. Wanted to
be Lone & Not Responsible. Be OK where ever with what
ever. So much of it was about Stuff & Things & what Went
On Record. Could Make Up The Story there too. Strawman. Hoisted by Her own Petard—The Desire to See me
Well & Maybe it was all in The Ends and not The Means.
Meaning was certainly Individual even if shared sides of
a Relationship. Time for a Shower, Clean, Dirty, Clean &
something to Eat. Finally Self Care maybe for a minute
at least turn the heat on on the bathroom. Maybe a shave.
So Cold outside & in. So Cold without Free Love. Did not
know what to give to make it OK. Money was not me &
it did seem that was such a part of it. She was always so
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good at asking for it. I wanted Love and Warmth. She
wanted to Feel Trapped. Don’t count on me. Don’t count
on me. Let me go. Free Your Self from The Burden. Free
Your Self from the Shaking Ground. Stop jumping from
Rock to Rock. Let the Wall Fall. He’s not going to Save
You. He can’t Save You. He only has Words & Warmth
& Fluids and Rubbery Man Parts & Fingers and Tongues
and Stubble and for and all the Things to Poke & Prod my
Sacred Little Tight Holes. I can tell he Wants It All—All
the Biology: All the Piss & Shit & Vomit & Cum & Mucus
& anything else that Squirts & Spews and Sputters out
at any time ever. You had a fetish of taking photos of me
eating—I can only imagine how hard fast you’d get to see it
coming out, you filthy pervert. Literally wanting to see my
shitting asshole pile out all my filth & toxic rage. On your
chest or maybe even in you filthy fucking face. Bent over
& Peeing, Your Cock buried in my throat. Cumming out
of botoh ends gagging spewing, shitting pissing. squirting. cumming deep inside. Clean throat—Pink Glistening
Everything Purged. Filthy & rotten al over the body. Excrement halve chewed tofu chunks & salad greens. Shit
so much shit. In beard-mouth-teeth, gums cheeks. Stuck
in throat nutty and vomiting. Purging back in to her asshole. Shitting on face. Vomitting-spewing up and in all
the garbage as she squired pure crystal clearjoy. Her asshole. Her pussy. Her colon. Her vagina full of my shit &
toxic purge mixed with all her shit, chewed up. Spewed
up and forced back in to her. To process. To cleanse, and
in this full ness. Throat only filled with pure Love Seed
freely given without any filth left, coating all the insides.
And She. Her body. Her mind. She always takes it. The
Filth and makes it OK. I’ll never understand why. Or how
to do that, but I can know the effects. Life goes on living.
There is beauty in the dance, no matter how painful &
how misunderstood miscommunicated all the intentions
get, from the inside, and then again on the outside. The
point was life was risk. It took the Earthquake to solidify
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that. Love was risk too. It took her to show that it could
stay even when it leaves. And this was beautiful pain. To
love together apart, or however she expressed it that day
in Randy’s meadow as we parted & she went to Cooper &
his cabin to find Union & I went to find Love in the Gap.
Honestly believed that type of searching was over & here
now in another Gap, having Love and no sharing. Not accepted except on terms. Could subserve—it’s all a power
game at this point—Not about Love. Making it about Love
did not bring ease. It brought Content.

Seeds of Revolution

Editor’s Note:
Written in the Spring of 2006 and first included in The Cooper
Union for the Advancement of Science & Art’s student collection
On Sustainable Energy: An exploration into sustaining human
life on planet earth as part of ME 131 Energetics.
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On Barriers to
Sustainability

The human race is struggling. For the first time in history,
we are a species of malcontent. Our desires reach far beyond our means and the result is the so-called tragedy of
human existence. Collective history and, more intimately,
our present social structure contribute to our unhappiness. At present, simply fulfiling our basic needs does
nothing to satiate the multitude of desires placed on us
by society. Luxury is ubiquitous, but so is melancholy. In
a world where it seems we can have anything, we will be
content with nothing short of everything.
There in lies the cardinal problem plaguing the mind
of modern man. Learning to limit our desires is the only
solution. Without this essential change in the minds of
individuals, a planet capable of truly sustaining human
157
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life will be well beyond our means. Technology is not a
panacea; it is a dangerous placebo. And the day will soon
come when its ineffectiveless will no longer be masked.

158

Nature vs. Nature

Surviving appears to be the primary goal of all living organisms, both in the short individual timescale and the
much longer species timescale. At very least, the drive to
survive is one thing common to all living species. As the
self-proclaimed most intelligent species on this planet, humans tend to forget this goal, replacing it with other goals
(e.g. got a job, buy a house, start a family, etc.). If we wish
to continue surviving, we must (a) remind ourselves of this
singular goal, (b) step off of our pedestal and examine the
human race critically, and (c) be willing to sacrifice luxury
for sustainability.
To start, we must remember that we are products of
this earth, through and through. There is nothing we
could do that is unnatural. We do not call anthills, beehives, and beaver dams artificial, so why should houses,
cars, and clothes be any more prone to this description?
159
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Being products of this earth, I am fairly sure that we
could never do something that is ‘wrong’. Again, would we
fault the bees from building too many hives, or the beavers
for blocking the rivers?∗ These creatures have the ability
to seriously modify their environments, but we do not try
to stop them. Maybe, it is because we see examples of a
natural system of checks and balances.
If a group of creatures uses up all of the resources in
an area, they must either migrate, adapt, or die. We are
taught this concept even at the elementary level: if a group
of wolves eat too many sheep, the majority of the wolves
will eventually starve to death, and the sheep population
will have a change to increase, until the wolves begin eating too many sheep again. A balance may be met, or a
cycle may develop. Such a cycle depends on a multitude
of factors and may not be apparent upon even the deepest
investigation.
I have come to believe that humans are on such a cycle.
For a time, we may have been able to prolong our population increase with our ever-advancing technology, but we
will reach a maximum. There will come a point when the
resources of our planet will no longer be able to support
our population, and the majority of humans will be forced
to either migrate, adapt, or face death.
The severity of this situation is both hidden in the and
increased by the luxuries we create for ourselves.† Before
the Industrial Revolution, these luxuries had a slow effect
on the planet. Now, humans are rapidly approaching a

∗

For the most part this is true. There are instances where we do
fault the actions of other creatures, but this seems to be only when they
attempt to interact with our man-made world in a negative way (e.g.
rabbits eating our crops, termites eathing our houses, etc.).
†
I am not implying that a drive for luxuries is unnatural. Intuitively humans are different than most other species and maybe it is
our drive for luxuries which sets us apart.
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turning point in their survival. Some people claim that we
have already past this point. I believe we have not.‡
As a species, we have a good chance at survival. So long
as we do not take survival to mean living in our present
society with all of the luxuries we experience, but survival in the sense that humans will be alive for many more
years. Maybe the environment of the future will sustain
humans at an average quality life for every human being
(this would certainly seem more fair than then current
system).
More likely, in the not too distant future, certain parts
of the earth will become uninhabitable, and the humans
living there will be forced to migrate, effectively overcrowding the surrounding cities. It is either this or the population in that region will slowly dwindle until there is no
longer human life present. The same situation will exist for all other species. The result will be a radical diminishing of the diversity of life on earth. Human survival will be accomplished because of adapation via technology. Species left to adapt through evolution will most
certainly perish.
This is our blessing and our curse, but could it have
happened any other way?

‡

This is not because I have crunched through the numbers and
studied all current research, but rather simply because I am an optimist.

Epilogue

“When you’re listening for your Heart Song,
make sure to listen for us all.”
—someone,
somewhere,
sometime
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Love Is The Answer

if you don’t choose
it’s a choice
and if you don’t lose
lose your voice
if you haven’t won
know the day has just begun
and don’t sing another
sad song into tomorrow
cause you know no matter the question
love is the answer
and if you don’t call
I won’t answer
so come here my friend
hold you head up high
no need to fear
a tear from your eye
167
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it’s all that we have
there’s me and there’s you
us versus them
will just never do
so be here with me
reach your arms open wide
love is the answer
shone from the inside
love is the answer
shine from the inside
yes love is the answer
to being alive
but if you never call
I can never answer

168

What Was Left

what was left in the after
was started in the fall
evil no longer strong now
a balance to be one
I did not think of you then
and after much at all
but when I did
my lonely heart kept picking up the phone
so if you still have an ounce to give
happy day recall
bring to mind my open heart
and lessons surely learned
cause babe I’m trying so hard
only finding walls
give me doors or windows
or something dry to burn
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O won’t you light up my life
won’t you let me in
show me the ropes
tie me up or hang me from within
damn I love you so much
I can take it, what you bring
don’t even act so nice
bring me pain & suffering
I didn’t ask for this
it is just what it is
so get on with it and
cleanse my heart with your tears
I want you so much
I think I asked for this
I want you so much
just one more kiss
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